
JUL 3u 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Peter Flanigan
Dr. Edward David

4.

-

I have been trying to think through where we are and where we might
want to be going on the question of international cooperation in space

and our own planning for the post-Apollo space program. It seems

to Trio that most of the discussions on these subjects going on in the
bureaucracy have gotten mired down in a narrow perspective said far

• too much detail.

I-suppose my thoughts basically boil down to two propositions and a

rather simple proposal:

Pro ftions

1. Launch assurances are the main issue with the Europeans;
if the United States is going to give away launch assurances on a
significant basis, we should get far more credit for the country and
President than the current scenarios would permit. This should be
announced and played as the really significant U.S. initiative it is.

2. With the passing of the moon landing goal, we have not
been able to find any useful rationz--le or planning framework to guide
NASA in planning the space program. We very much need to find some

such device to guide planning and ,establish expenditure restraints.

Proposal:

Put NASA launch operations (include launch vehicle design and
procurement) on a commercial accounting basis within NASA; this
presumably would involve some kind of trust fund or industrial fund

that would take full account of investment, operating costs, depre-

ciation, etc. Have the President announce that NASA launch operations
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are being put on a commercial-type basis and that these services

will be made available to the nations of the world and to private

business on nondiscriminatory economic basis. The qeneral pitch

would be that the United States was .putting space launch services

on a stable, regular basis for the economic, social, and scientific

benefit of mankind.
••

This clearly needs some more thought to fill out the scope and the

posture that would maximize our various objectives, but I believe
something like this has great promise. If you agree, I propose

that we establish a small Executive Office working group to explore

the idea a bit more before getting NASA and State all excited.

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)
Subject File
.Chron File

CT-Whitehead:edijmiec:7/27/71

Clay T. Whitehead



February 8, 1971

To: Jon Rose

From: Tom Whitehead

Here is the NASA memo. I will have a shorter
memo on the private sector area Tuesday or
Wednesday before I come over to meet with Pete.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CT Whitehead:jm
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

This Administration has never really faced up to where we are going

in Space. NASA, with some help from the Vice President, made a
try in 1969 to get the President committed to an "ever-onward-and-
upward" post-Apollo program with continued buri7et growth into the

$6-10 billion range. We were successful in holding that off at least

temporarily, but we have not developed any theme or consistency

in policy. As a result, NASA is both drifting and lobbying for bigger

things -- without being forced to focus realistically on what it ought

to be doing. They are playinr, the President's vaguely defined desire

for international cooperation for all it's worth, and no one is effectively
forcing them to put their cooperative schemes in any perspective of
whether they are good or not so good, what are their side effects, and

are they worth the candle. For the last two years, we have cut the
NASA budget, but they manage each year to get a "compromise" of a

few hundred million on their shuttle and space station plans. Is the
President really going to ignore a billion or so of sunk costs and
industry expectations when he gets hit for the really big money in a
year or two?

I will try to be constructive by sketching out a few thoughts on the
subject that might suggest what we should do about all this.

NASA is -- or should be -- making a transition from rapid razzle-
dazzle growth and glamor to organizational maturity and more stable
operations for the long term. Such a transition requires wise and
agile management at the top if it is to be achieved successfully. NASA

has not had that. (Tom Paine may have had the ability, but he lacked

the inclination -- preferring to aim for continued growth.) They have

a tremendous overhead structure, far too large for any reasonable
size space program, that will have to be reduced. There will be
internal morale problems of obvious kinds. The bright young experts

attracted by the Apollo adventure are leaving or becoming middle-aged
bureaucrats with vested interests and narrow perspectives. (Remember

when atomic power was a young glamor technology? Look at AEC now
and you see what NASA could easily become.)
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There needs to be a sense of direction, both publicly and within NASA.

The President's statement on the seventies in space laid the ground-

work, but no one is following up. What do we expect of a space

program? We need to define a balance of science, technology develop-e

ment, applications, defense, international prestige and the like; but

someone will have to do that in a way that really controls the program

rather than vice-versa. In particular, we need a new balance of manned

and unmanned space activity, for that one dimension has big implications

for everything else. We need a more sensible balance of overhead

e.-npent.litures ci.nd, money for actual hardware and operations; the aero-

space industry could.be getting a lot more business than they are.

I suspect, with the same overall NASA budget if we could get into all

that overhead.

NASA is aggressively pursuing European funding for their post-Apollo

program. It superficially sounds like the "cooperation" the President

-Wants, but is. this what the President would really want if we really

thought it through? We have not yet decided what we want our post-

Apollo program to be or how fast it will go, but if NASA successfully

gets a European commitment of $1 billion, the President and the

Congress will have been locked into NASA's grand plans because the

political cost of reneging would be too high. I assume the President

wants space cooperation as a way of building good will and reducing

international tensions. But it does not follow that all, joint ventures

will have that effect. TiLAT, for example, is a fully cooperative

space venture and less political than the post-Apollo effort now

envisaged would be, but most would agree it has been more of a headache

than a joy and has created new tensions and contentions rather than

good will and constructive woricing relationships. ina1ly, the U. j.

trade advantage in the future will increasingly depend on our techno-

logical know-how. The kind of cooperation now being talked up will

have the effect of giving away our space launch, space operations, and

related know-how at 10 cents on the dollar. It does seem to me that

taking space operations out of the political realm and putting it more

nearly in the commercial area would diminish international bickering

and give U.S. high technology industries the advantages and opportunities

they deserve; this may or may not prove fully feasible, but the point is,

no one in this Administration is seriously trying to find out.
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The key thing missing, I think, is management attention to these

Issues. We need a new Administrator who will turn down NASA's

empire-building fervor and turn his attention to (1) sensible

straightening away of internal management and (2.) working with ON.11B

and White House to show us what broad but concrete alternatives the

President has that meet all his various objectives. In short, we

need someone who will work with us rather than against us, and will

seek progress toward the President's stated goals, and will shape the

program to reflect credit on the President rather than embarrassment.

need agcnoraii,-31; w. can uz.ttier:stand ciew.c.-Aied technical c;;.perts

rzther than the on?-osite. Eut we also need someone in the

Executive Office who has the time, inclination, and authority to

coordinate policy aenects. Se-narate hanciliag of nolitical, budget,

technical, and international aspects of NASA planning here means

thz.-t we have ao eliective coazrol over t..:ke courzo oi events lecause

all these aspects s.re interrelated.

We really ought to decide if we mean to muddle through on space policy

for the rest of the President's term in office or want to_get serious

about it.

T -Whitehead
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Of TICE OF THE AOMINtS1RATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS A.;.•ID SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2E45

November 4, 1970

MEMORLNDUM FOR: Mr. William E. Kriegsman
Executive Office of the President

Here is a copy, for your inforvation, of a paper on the need and

importance of a continuing program of manned space flight which we

prepared in response to a personal request from Mr. George Shultz

of OMB.

Copies have gone to Messrs. Weinberger, Rice, and David.

Enclosure

i 1: •

Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator



'TUE ROLE 02 1...ANNED SPACE FLICia

This statement summarizes NASA's current thinking on the question

of the need for and role of a continuing program of manned space flight.

The reasons outlined below lead to the same conclusion reached by each

responsible group that has studied this question from a broad technical

and national point of view: .1,7F2nned space flight is an essential part of

a balanced space 'program and a necessary continuing activity of the UniLo.6

States.

The discussion will cover four main points:

o The role of manned space flight as a means for accomplishing
•

' objectives in space. This question is concerned with the

relative capabilities and cost of manned, unmanned, and

combined systems like the space shuttle--a manned system

for placing unmanned satellites in orbit as well as for con--•

ducting manned missions.

The importance of manned space flight to the United States

as an end in itself. This question involves additional con-

siderations such as the human values of manned exploration

and the contributions of manned space flight to our national

and international positions.

o The implications of a decision to discontinue U.S. manned

space flight activities.

o The national posture on manned space flight contemplated in

NASA's program for the 1970s.' 
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Manned, ',Trepanned,  and Co:abined SaLLE1

Both manned and unmanned systems 'nave made great contributions in the

first twelve years of the space prc,ra:a. In the future a single coleLned

'system, the space shuttle, will ovide the preferred mans for economical

acco-mplishment of both unmanned and manned missions.

Starting with small satellites with simple experiments, like Explorer I

and Vanguard, unmanned syste-r!s have evolved into increasingly sophisticated

and useful devices. Automated weather, cos-elunicetions, and scientific

satellites have been most successful. Unmanned probes sent into deep space

have sent back large ailounts of information about other planets in the

solar system. We have also learned a great deal about the moon from our

unmanned Ranger, Surveyor, and Orbiter projects.

In the selp.e poriod of time,- our :.anned systems have also mede major
4,•••••-••P• •••••

contributions to the exploration of space. In Project Nercury, we L4_1%,t

learned about manes cepabilities in Space; in Gemini, reln developed opera-

tional proficiency in space; and in Apollo, an first set foot on another

body in space and, at the same time, gave us a clear demonstration that

important results in science and in explOration can be achieved in manned

space flight.

However, both manned and unmanned systems have been expensive. The

basic reason is that each spacecraft and each launch vehicle has been used

only once--it could not be reused. Also, all systems—manned and unmanned--

have had to b2 designee and tested to extremely exacting standards;

has had to work to avoid loss of the entire investment. Now, however, ::ASL'c

experience and reseorch over the years with unmanned systems, manned systems,



and in aeronautics have co.e together in a new concept—the reusable relled
• L;JELe shuttle sIstem—which will bring about a fundamentnl change in space

operations and result in very substantial cost reductions, for both manned

and unmanned missions.

The space shuttle coi:Xnes into a siugle space transportation system

the requiremente for previous unmanned and manned systems. Unmanned satellitc

will be placed in orbit Ly the manned shuttle ani later brought bac:: froii

orbit by the shuttle for repair and redse. Manned "sortie" missions in earth

orbit of up to seven days can be conducted economically with the. shuttle,

with transportation costs no greater than uniciannd missioas. Larger space

systems, such as those required for future lunar exploration or earth orbital

space stations, can be delivered to orbit by the shuttle in modules for

assembly and supply in space. The shuttle is nota "manull_Lpacecraft"; it

is a se:ace trans,portation System.

Our detailed cost and use studies show that the cost of space shuttle

missions will be less than our present unmanned missions. There are several

reasons. The shuttle will be reusable, like an airplane, up to 100 t5y2s.

Spacecraft and experiments will be cheaper because the size and weight con-

straints on payload design can be relaxed. The number of spacecraft and

payloads to be procured will be reduced because the shuttle can bring thew 

back fro,a orbit for repair and reuse.

The space shuttle, therefore, will not only make the use of automated

unmanned systems more ef:icient, but will also permit, without large cxtra

cost, the use of manned operations when they offer important advantages.

Generally speaking, if a sixlee mission can be defined in detail in

advance, an autc=ted sy:;te:. mm ,t recuiring the presevtce of men cen be
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conceived that can do the job. But when the objectives ccnnot be fully

defined in advance, as in the case of exploration, or when the required

.operations are exceedingly complex, as in the case of the operation and

icainteuancc, of a large space tc!le.scc,?e, the presence in spcx.e of hfl iith

his unique intelligence and versatile physical capabilities can he an

essential advantage.

Thus, while it is possible to conceive of complex uniTxtnned systems ,

which might do some of the operations performed on the moon by the Apollo

astronauts, it fs virtually impossible to conceive of practical systems

that could accor,plish many of the most important things, such as the

discovery of unexpected features on the moon, the careful selection and

documentation. of lunar samples, and the reporting of conditions on the

moon. other than those measured directly by instruments selected in advance.

Unmanned robot systems appror.ching the capabilities of oLie astronauts

would also--through their complexity--tend to approach the manned systelas

in cost without ever equaling them in capability.

In earth orbital-operations, many potential advantages can also be

cited for manned systems--examples are the assembly, calibration, operation,

and repair of complex scientific equipment; the recognition and prompt

observation of transitory phenomenon; and the utilization of weightlessness

in space for laboratory-type research in -the physical and biological, and

engineering sciences. However, a precise identification of the types of

operations in earth orbit where nan is essential, advantageous, not needed,

or a hindrance, requires actual flight experience under condition:; where.
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.the crew can experiment over an e:::teaded perio .vith a variety of scientificand other operations. A principal .objective of the Skylab program is toprovide this experience, while at the same time conducting major scientificand earth resources experiments.

Although there are so:ile who question the worth of space stations atthis time, there is also a body of scientific and engineering opii.ion todaythat: a space statio,-, will be an important and extremely valuable next stepin man's exploration a,-,c1 utilization of space. (In fact, today's suppozt,by scientists, for the space station appears to be greater than their supportfor Apollo as little as two years ago'.) With Skylab, we can extend ourexperience from two weeks to two months; we can test realistically man'scontribution to science, applications, and engineering functions; and we candevelop an understnnding of our future options early enough to permit therational, deliberate evolution of cu z programs.
At the same time, Skylab-borne experiments are.of unique scientificand technical value in themselves. The Apollo Telescope Mount (A1) will,because of its capability to use film, hnve data acquisition rates a milliontimes higher than that of the automated Orbiting Solar Observatory; the ATMis therefore ideally suited for the very high resolution study of rapidlyvarying solar phenomena. The earth resources survey package will give usthe first meaningful intercoarison of photographic, infrared, and na.croaveremote sensors to correlate with airtraft and ERTS experiments foz determina-tion of the next step in this exciting and relevant applications area. Thispackage will also provide a spectral resolutioa far greater than the unmannedERTS instruments,



In summary, Skylab is the next ste2 in the manned exploration of

space--an experimental m.annad spnce station with m:ljor tasks in astronc,:i:y

and earth resources thaz will extend our kno-..ded;e of man's ability to

live and work in space. And the development of the_s_pLac:s..i., will

bring together what we now know as "unmanned" and "manned" missions into

a single combined mode of operations. This coioMned mode will be a less

costly and more effective f,?ace transportation system than both the uacNinned

and manned modes it will rE7ILce. It will permit-manned missions in the

future at a small fraction of the cost of present types of equipment. At

the sa:ne time, its development can be fully justified on cost-effective

bases for unmanned missions only, entirely apart from its use in future

illanned wissioas.

The Iwnortance OE o 0 p-ce Flthc
 

,o the United States

NASA's manned space flight program to date has been undertaken pri-

marily to achieve and demonstrate United States leadership in science ,and

technology. Apollo has also made signilicant contributions to lunar

6 science and exploration and Skylab will carry many important experiments.

But the inLrinsic and potential values of manned space flight itself have

been the driving considerations in the decisions to undertake and follow

through with our manned space flight programs.

Because of the large costs involved, the question whether these values

justify continuing our m-anned space flight activities has been re?eatodly

reexamined. All responsible groups which have considered this question,

•
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inc]udLng President Nixon's Space Task Group, the President's Science

Adv::.sory CoLtee, and Congressional committees have conclude& that

Liie n:1Lior, should continue to support over the years a significant and

uscCul program of manned space flight. The reasons are variously stated

but come down to four principal points.

1. The demonstrand potent-l.al utility of manned snace flight

in exploration, scientific research, and other spnce operzltions, as

discussed above.

2. Acceptance of manna& exploration of space as an important and 

continuing human pal in its own right, and agreement that the United

States, as a great nation, should continue, over the years, to take a

lending role in such e:-:plor(tton. As President statcmenc of

March 7, 1970, put it:

".'. . From time immemorial, man has insisted on venturing
into the unknown despite his inability to predict precisely
the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to
take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new
experiences. *Man. has come to feel that such quests are
worthwhile in and of themselves—for they represent one way
in which hq expands his vision and expresses the human
spirit. A great nation must always be an exploring nation
if it wishes to remain great."

The general acceptance of manned exploration of space as a continuing

goal has not implied and does not depend on a commitment to a specific

future goal, like a manned mission to.Mars. Present program plans include

continued exploration of the moon with the remaining Apollo flights c_1:1

exploration in earth orbit with Skylab, and envisage a future decisio.L to

resume exploration of the moon, in the 1930's with a system using the

NERVA en3ine. Wii.i on t S:acc Task Group report anc1 the rre:;i&ent's
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statement mentioned m,...laned flight to 11rs as a future possibility, this

is not a part of the program no planned. Under the program levels now

projected by NASA for the rest of the 197015, a decision to begin work

on a manned mission to 1;ars could not be impleLlentod until the 190s

or later.

3. Reconition of th.?  ullicua contribution of mann9.1_s_LIce flcrht

in projecting a ,:ositive iuce of the United States to the rest of the 

world. In the world situation as it can now be foreseen, manned space

flight will continue to be the best and perhaps the only arena of world-

wide interest where tha United States can demonstrate at the same time

technological strength, peaceful intention, power without confrontation,

and the openness of a free society. Even if the worldwide attention is

less than the total preoccupation with Apollo 11 and 13, leadership groups

all around the world will be watching the. U.S. and the USSR closely. A

continuing and progressive series of m_anned space flight accomplishments

.cai continue to be an important factor in promoting a positive attitude

• toward the United States.

4. The possible future military notential of ranned space fliht.

We cannot ignore the possibility that at some time in the.near future the

defense needs of the United Statea will require a manned space flight

capability. Continuing an active and technologically advanced manned

space flight program for exploration and other civilian purposes will

ensure that we are 1)repared for sli;:h an eventuality.
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fulications of Lis,:.ontinuin!t M:2-aned Flif;h1.
•

Termination of U.S. m:zuned space flight activities by a conscious

decision or by failure to provide adec:uate sui,port to continue a balz:nced

total program would mean--basides the loss of the benefits and advantaes

cited above--th,%t for the indefinite. future the Soviets would 11,;.ve manned

operations in space as their exclusive domain.

There is no doubt that the USSR is pursuing manned space flight as a

continuing major objective to which they are applying very substanti:q1

resources. The Soviets would undoubtedly exploit our withdrawdl--contrasted

with continuing highly visible progress on their part--as a major basis for

humiliating the U.S. and the Pree 1;7orld system in the eyes of the world.

Such a situation, in our vic_w, is unacceptable to the United States, and

is one whic.h should no be permitted to COM2 into being.

Posture on 1.4nned Space Flight

Under present plans, U.S. nanned space flight will be suspended after

completion of the Skylab mission in 1973 until the first flights of the

space shuttle system--suborbital .test flights could .start in 1975 and the

first orbital flights in 1977.. Termination of flights with Apollo hard-

ware after four wore Apollo lunar flights and Skylab has been forced by

previous and current budget constraints: A decision, also for fiscal

reasons, has been made to defer initiation of space station work beyond

the study stage to a later time. The space shuttle system would be the

only manned space flight program the United States would have under

ev,130,./.:1: for C:la future.
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All consLderation's point to the central. importance of carrying out

and proceeding with the development of the space shuttle system.

fn

.a. To forego Skylab would leave the United States without the

data bala for future r::anned ::,ission decisions. It would have a pc.,wrful

negative impact_ on astronomy and earth resources surveys. It would
•

surrender to the USSR the option of having the first real space station in

orbit. It would leave underdeveloped the desirable precedent of openly

shared manned flight program scientific and technical results, a possibility

currently underscored by the discussions in Moscow on the suggestion that

the U.S. and USSR use com:aon docking hardware in their orbital spacecraft.

b. The shuttle is clearly a necessary and worthwhile developicient

for the long-term future of the space program—an economicr1 and versatile

launch system for both tulmanlled and manned missions. The shuttle is not

a "warmed spacecraft." It is a space transportatioa system.

c. Moving ahead now with the shuttle system is the best available

way to end the post-Skylab hiatus in U.S. manned space flight; it does not

require the establishment or acceptance of a new piljor mission goal in.

space.

d. It will provide a focus for halting the further erosion of

- U.S. aerospace capabilities which will otherwise occur.

e. It is essential for success in the effort NASI has undertaken,
. .

at the request of the President, to secure international participation in

our future mjor space programs. The decision to defer the space station

developnt leaves the shuttle as C.-1,2 only 1-Lior focus of such co -,11:ion.

V;itiv;u• a clear 5.S. zo :;pace

European interest in partIcipation--now surprisingly strong--will evaporate.



f. The space shuttle will open up exciting new possibilitieo in

the exploration of space; it will revolutionize our use of space in ways

we cannot even imagine today. Because it will be cheaper to carry pzlyloads

into orbit, because it will be possible to bring them back, and because

scientists, engineers and others who are not trained as astronauts will be

able to fly in it, we will be able to do things in space that we would not:

even consider doing today.

National Aul-onautic SINs.ce

Novelal,er 2, 1970

•
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Dick Speier never did come down to read
this.

Thought you might want it back.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 9, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

71/4 SAL

Dr. Paine has recently visited Japan and Australia and
 has met in

Waishington with representatives of the European space organi
zations.

In all of the conversations, he found substantial interest for 
foreign

participation in the U. S. space program and particularly in the

space station/space shuttle efforts.

Dr. Paine notes in the attached letter to you that substantive coop-

eration in our program raises many complex problems for both the

U. S. and for the foreign participants. As one example, NASA is

presently discussing with State the kinds of assurances of access

to and use of the proposed jointly developed new systems that the

U. S. should be prepared to give foreign collaborators in order to

win their participation.

Space offers an outstanding opportunity for international cooperation.

I am concerned, however, that in his enthusiasm for achieving a

broadened base of cooperation, Dr. Paine is essentially committing

us to the development of both the space station and space shuttle in

the near term. Preliminary economic analysis ?ndicates that such

dommitment- in, for exa-mple., FY 1972, Will create extremely large

expenditures in the FY 1973-77 time period and will not provide any

real payoff until the mid-1980s. Furthermore, the escalating cost

estimates for the shuttle program raise serious questions about the

desirability of committing to this approach, future space launch

operations.

For these reasons, we have asked NASA to make an in-depth 
study

of the space shuttle program this year for use in the FY 1972 bu
dget

review process. After the study is made, we should be in _a better

position to discuss a firm commitment.

ak. 111.k



April 3, 1970

To: \ ill i;riegsman

From: Tom --hitehead

I think your memo for Pete to send to the President
is fine; however. I do -suggest that one sentence be
added regarding, the cos t escalation and its
implications for the shuttle program.

do think a more detailed letter from the President

to Dr. Paine is in order however, and 1 suzgest the

attached draft.

Attachmeut
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P•RESiliENT NIXON'S delineation of this na-
• tion's space goals for this decade is both
. imaginative and realistic in terms of objec-
tives and in terms or money. •

Just as President Kennedy laid the foun-
dation for our landings on the moon—land-
ings which would have been accomplished
after his normal two terms in office—so Pres-
ident Nixon is laying the foundation for
spectacular achievements which are sched-
uled after his ppssible second term.

Such undertakings require long-range plan-
- ,fling. That is ‘vhy it is essential that the sched-
ules be outlined now.

• Having made our leap into space at this
particular time, we are faced with a golden
opportunity. Once every 175 years the plan-
ets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are
lined up in such a way that a single unmanned
space vehicle from earth can visit each plan-.
et in turn while traveling a single arc. That
unique time frame occurs during this decade.

President Nixon is seizing the opportunity
. and will make the most of it.

His plan calls fer more moon landings,
visits to the other planets of this solar system
and, eventually, the manned exploration of
Mars itself.

- Most important of all objectives is theone aimed at developing nuclear power plants
for space vehicles. This is the key to cut-
ting the time of space journeys into a frac-

' tion of what they would be with ordinary
rocket power. This is what is essential in
getting a man on Mars or any other planet- in.the solar system.

It would not be surprising if, as we pro-gress in our space endeaeors, shortcuts heave. into view which could alter or reduce thetime required for reaching some objectives.
•.The President's derinition of goals shouldrevitalize our space effort. The uncertaintywhich has surrounded it for so many monthscould only have a deleterious effect upon itit and upon those involved in it.
Now the uncertainty is gone. Mr. Nixonhas spelled out what we shall do .during the1970s and has projected at least one effortfor the 1930s.

••
All that remains now is for • us to get on

with it.

1,17D. c,L)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Larch 7, 1970

OFFICE CF THE WHITE. HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE WHITE HOUSE

(Key Biscayne, Florida)

PRESS CONFERENCE

OF

DR. THOMAS 0. PAINE
ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND

SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MR. WARREN: If everyone is ready, I think we can
go ahead now.

You have the statement by the President.

Dr. Thomas O. Paine, the Administrator of NASA,
is here with you this morning to discuss the President's
decision and the President's statement. Dr. Paine has just
returned from a trip to Canada, Australia and Tokyo, where
he has been discussing the international aspects of the
President's program for cooperation in the space venture
that we are about to take.

If I could ask you to put down your telephones,
we will go ahead.

Dr. Paine.

DR. PAINE: Good morning.

The President today announced a bold, diversified,
very wide ranging program for the 1970's, a program which
will carry substantial activity forward into the 1980's.
The longest range program which the President has described
is the "Grand Tour' of the outer planets with launches from
Earth in 1977 and 1979, with the spacecraft reaching the
planet Neptune as late as 1988. So the programs laid out
by President Di::on will guide the development of our space
program for more than a decade.

A strong effort in exploration, in science and
in the practical application of space for the benefit of
man here on Earth is laid out, with increasing emphasis on
international cooperation.

The reduction of the cost of space activites
and the increase in man's alJility to travel back and forth
to space and to work there effectively for long periods of
time is contained in the space shuttle rocket plane proposal,
and the long-life space station for the late 1970's.

The so-called space shuttle is a two-stage rocket
Plane which will be able to take off vertically from the
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surface of the Earth, and at an altitude of about 40
miles and a speed of 7,000 miles an hour, the upper stage
will take off and carry men, equipment and supplies, about
a 25-ton payload, on up into Earth orbit, with the first
stage returning to Earth, landing horizontally like a jet-liner, and the second stage, after performing its mission
in space, which may last for a week or two weeks, willre-enter the atmosphere and also land horizontally readyfor reuse.

The programs to explore the planets laid out inthe President's statement will provide man with a close-
hand look of every planet in the solar system. Thecontinued exploration of the moon through the remainingApollo flights is planned through 1974, after which menwill utilize the new space transportation system envisionedin the space shuttle, space station and other new devicescoming in in the late 1970's to produce a more reliableround trip capability to the moon for the late 1970's.

Great emphasis is put on the practical appli-cations of s..)ace techniques, not only in communicationsatellites and weather satellite's, but in new areas such asEarth resources satellites which will be able to surveya wide range of activities of economic interest fromspace, send the information back down to ground stations.This information will range from oceanography, hydrology,studies of pollution, studies of the fields, forestsand fisheries of economic benefit here on Earth; areassuch as the complete ability to survey the agriculturalproduction, and the mineral resources of the Earth, thecapability to manage all of these systems for more fulland effective utilization by man.

Other new areas include the direct broadcastof radio and television from orbit, and the ability tobegin to plan for the first North Atlantic air trafficcontrol satellite for very substantial economic benefitsin this heavily travelled air route.

Perhaps the most statesmanlike portion of thisstatement in my view is the increasing recognition of theinternational participation of other nations in both theexploration and the utilization of space which receivesgreat emphasis in the President's statement.

As was mentioned, I personally have visited thespace capitals of the world and discussed the opportunitiesin the future to join with the United States in more fullymaking this a broad activity of all mankind.

Although it is too early today to report anyspecific results, there certainly is a very substantialinterest overseas in utilizing more fully the Americanprogram as a means of closing the technology gap on thepart of other nations and, at the same time, allowing themto participate in both the exploration and the utilizationoftspace in the decades to come.

I will be very happy to answer any questions youmay have.

MORfl



Dr. Paine, why haven't you set any target
date for landing men on Mars?

DR. PAINE: It is too early at this time to

judge the effectiveness of several of the new development
projects which must be undertaken successfully in the
70's in order to plan the first mission to Mars. These
include the space shuttle system, which will have to be
fully operational; the space station activity, which will
give us the base in Earth orbitfrun mhich we will set out
from liars, and will also urove out the life support systems
necessary to support men in space for the two years required
for a Mars mission.

And, thirdly, the effectiveness of our nuclear

rocket system which is not scheduled for flight before
the late 1970's and which must provide' the propulsion for
a Mars journey.

But didn't you present options some time
ago, to start right away, or you could have a 1986
landing, or a third option of going beyond?

Would you outline the three options?

DR. PAINE: Three options were presented to the
President in the Space Task Group recommendations. Number

one was an all-out option in which the money side of it
was not regarded as a limitation and we simply presented

to the President how rapidly we could move ahead in space,
providing an unlimited budget were made available to NASA.

It was really a technological capability option --

Would you explain those three?

DR. PAINE: Option one was the all-out effort,
moving as fast as our technology would allow us to move.
Option two as when we attempted to move as rapidly as we
could, technologically, but being highly selective of our
allocation of resources so that we could keep the NASA
budget down within the range of the budgets for approxi-
mately the last decade or so, not moving ahead very
rapidly in the budget area.

Option three was a similar option to option
two but without the longer range objective of being
sure in the development of our new capabilities in the
1970's that we were making it possible for man to plan for

a mission to Mars in the 1980's or 1990's.

I would say that the recommendation which I
personally made to the President, which I haven't
talked about before this, but which I feel free now to
state, was that I recommended option two, and the state-
ment which the President made is essentially along the
lines of option two.

MORE
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It does recommend that in some time in the
future but without a specific date, we do plan our
capabilities in such away that it will be possible for
men to go to Mars.

Dr. Paine, in the option that the President
took, as he has outlined in his statement, when will we
attempt a man landing on Mars? Can you say?

DR. PAINE: There is no specific date outlined.
This is a decision which we would not have to make in any
case before about 1976.

The developments that we will be carrying on
under the President's program will be such that it will
be possible to contemplate a trip sometime in the 1980's.
But the first specific hardware, the first program ,.
decision, would not have to be made for another six years.

Dr. Paine, I believe option two mentions
the date of 1986. If this program goes ahead as you
envision, is that still a possibility, 1986?

DR. PAINE: 1986 would be a possibility. There
is another window in 1983 and another window in 1988.
All of these would be possible, depending on deoisions
made farther downstream.

1983 would still be possible even though
that was the best that option one would have?

DR. PAINE: It would be possible, providing we
are successful in the development programs now underway
and make all of the progress we expect to make. If there
are any setbacks, 1986 would be more realistic. If we
go at a somewhat more slower pace, 1988 would be the date.
No specific date is envisioned here and, indeed, there is
no commitment to starting the Mars program at any par-
ticular time contained in this message. It is merely a
focusing kind of objective so that as we develop ourcapabilities in the 1970's we have our eye on such
future missions so that when the future mission becomes
feasible we don't have to start from scratch, but we havealready done quite a bit of the development activity thatwill be required. .0-

Dr. Paine, do you consider this to be anacceleration of the U. S. space effort or a deceleration?

DR. PAINE: Neither. I would say that this
statement as it comes out is a continuation of the program
pretty much as we have known it, with perhaps a little
more fiscal restraints than we have had in the past in the
great press of meeting our commitment for landing on the
moon before the end of the 1960's. But I consider it avery bold and forward-looking, but at the same time a broad
and physically prudent program.

MORE
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How much money does it provide, roughly, in terms
of billions of dollars a year?

DR. PAINE: This program, essentially, as it is
presently laid out, would require funds at a2proximately the
seme range as present. There is a great deal of flexibility
in this program. It will be possible in some years to go
ahead more rapidly, if more dollars are available. In other
years, we can out back and slow down the program. There is
a great deal or flexibility in this program.

Q Is this $3.5 or $4 billion a year?

Q What are the 1970 and 1971 budgets?

DR. PAINE: The '70 and '71 budgets are in the
range of $3.5 billion.

Is that the idea, to keep it $3.5 billion through-
out the '70's?

DR. PAINE: $3.5, $4, $5, this general range. As I
say, we have built a great deal of flexibility in this. This is
not a commitment to any specific budget number. This is a
commitment, rather, to the goals and objectives and the focusing
technologies that the space program will have.

Dr. Paine, how much money is there in the '71
fiscal budget for the grand tour, the beginning of that?

DR. PAINE: There is no money in the '71 budget. That
is an item which will first enter our budget in 1972.

How much will it be then; do you know?

DR. PAINE: It will be a relatively modest sum in '72
since the first launch isn't until 1977 and 1979.

What is a relatively modest amount in your jargon?

DR. PAINE: A relatively modest amount will be in the
order of perhaps $10 million.

or. Paine, you mentioned that there are also
military aspects to this program. Cound you tell us something
about that, if that will be a space station to do the job that
the manned orbiting laboratories were intended to do?

DR. PAINE: Tlith respect to the military aspects,
as you all know we really have two parallel space orograms in the
United States. The military carries on its own program and
this is well covered in the Space Task Group report, the
military portion of which was written by the Department of
Defense. NASA, by law, carries out the civilian part of the
American space program, although among the other areas of
national activity we contribute to is the defense of our country.

Dr. Seamans and I have recently concluded an agreement

210RE
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whereby we have set up a joint board to review the development ofthe space shuttle rocket plane program to insure that as this
NASA development proceeds, and this is a generally unclaSsified,open program which we are inviting other nations to participatein with us, that it will meet the R&D advanced developmentrequirements of the Air Force and the Department of Defense aswell as NASA.

Is there any problem in maintaining yourengineering team with this more restricted budget in order todo this job of landing men on rlars in 1986 or 1988?

DR. PAINE: The problem of maintaining the NASA team,the great spirit, the bold thrust forward that we have had inthe 60's, under the budget of the 1970's, in my opinion, hasbeen somewhat overestimated. We have an extremely enthusiasticgroup of people. Our turnover rate is lower than almost anyother part of government or industry, for that matter, and theprogram which the President has laid out here, believe me, willchallenge the team that went to the moon and -give them anextremely, onerous and just the kind of problem that they liketo tackle.

I am not talking about the spirit. I am talkingabout the fact that you don't have as much money. What happensto the contractors and the other engineering units that go outof business because their programs are turned off? Can youstart them up again in time to do the job?

DR; PAINE: That is a major koblem. What we arereally faced with here in this change as President Nixon's spaceprogram replaces the old space program of the '60's is weare essentially taking a $3.5 billion enterprise which hasbeen going in one direction, a very single-minded purpose, andcompletely changing it around and moving in a new direction.

That is a tough job. It is not easy to do. One ofthe things that characterizes the aerosoace activities in theUnited States is the ability to shift from one area to another.The flexibility is built in the way we structured NASAoriginally. As you nerhaps knotr, more than 90 percent of theactivities which NASA carries out is outside the governmentcivil service area. It is carried out in industry and inuniversities. We are used to shifting this activity from onearea to another. We are continuing to do that.

Yes, it is real tough; it causes a lot of people tohave to go through some very difficult times. It re(7uires avery high degree of management skill an judgment. it I amsure it can be successfully done, and, in fact, it is bein4successfully done.

Q Dr. Paine, what will be tha total cost of thegrand tour as you now estimate it?

DR. PAI-1E: Ido not have any cost estimates yet onthe grand tour. This is a proc/ram which so far.is onlya gleam in the eye of the advance planners.

AORE
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Does that grand tour include man on Mars or is

that just a visit to the outer planets?

DR. PAINE: As far as the grand tour is concerned, Aars

is something you go by as You back out of the driveway. The

first interest we have in the grand tour is some 500 million miles

out in space as we swing past the planet Jupiter. The first

mission launched will then proceed on out to the planets Uranus

and swing by that and then will swing farther on out to the

planet Neptune, reaching that about 1988.

One of the interesting things about this mission is the

fact that with an 11 year period between the time our space

craft leaves the olanet Earth and reaches its final destination,

the planet Neptune, to sand back the television signals of the

surface, we will have obviously had one of, the longest timesann

electronic system has ever had to operate without human attention.

In order to carry this out, we will have to make some

very substantial advances both in electronic equipment and

in self-checking computers that will essentially be able

to perform the function much as a man would do were he aboard

this space craft.

The kind of computer we will have aboard this will be

something like the computer HAL in the movie 2001. It will be

a computer which contin ously monitors all of the activites

aboard the space craft, is fully capable of making repairs,

alterations, modifications, over this period of more than a

decade as this space craft moves out 3 billion miles into space.

I might also add that as it leaves the olanet Neptune,

the gravity of Neptune will fling this space craft outside the

solar system. This will become the first man made object

to be fully moved completely away from the influence of the

sun.

Dr. Paine, with regard to the fifth objective,

hou can we hasten and expand the practical applications
of space t=technology at the same time we are closing the

Electronic Research Center?

DR. PAINE: The Electronic Reaearch Center closing is

certainly one of the budgetary items which was the most difficult

for us. As you know, we have been discussing with every Cabinet

officer, every agency in c!ashington, possible other uses for

the Electronic Research Center. We have been working very

closely in particular with Secretary Volpe in the Department of

Transportation.

Although at the present time no final decision has

been made on this, we may have something to announce in the

near future.

Dr. Paine, the President's message mentions that

the space budget for fiscal '70 is less than for last year. Can

You tell us what those two figures are?

MORE
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DR. PAINE: Fiscal '711represents a 12'!Dercent decrease
from the 1970 space budget. put I would like to point out that

this 12 percent decrease does not reoresent a 12 percent
tutback in many activities. r:qe have increased our science
budget; we have increased our aeronautics budget, and we have

increased our practical ap;plications budget.

Auch of the reduction has come from the fact that our
giant Saturn V moon rocket system has now been essentially pro-
cured, and the last of the 15 moon vehicles which we !Purchased
will be delivered before the end of fiscal '70.

In the '71 period we are essentially in somewhat of
a valley between the end of the Saturn V moon rocket procurement,
before we are in the area of beginning to procure the new
systems, the space shuttle, the grand tour, and the Ears landing.

What are the numbers?

DR. PAINE: I have here a statement which lists quite
a few of these numbers. It has quite a bit of backup information
in it. I would be very hapnv to make these available to you.
You can go through this. It takes each one of the President's
six major pronouncements and gives you an indication of the
dollars involved, what we have been doing in that area,
and what we will now be doing under the new Nixon program

Can you give us the figures for '70 and '71?

DR. PAINE: For 1971, the 12 Dercent reduction means
that we are now before the Congress asking for $3.333 billion.
That is the total figure for the fiscal year 1971.

Q What was it last year?

DR. PAINE: Last year was $3.73 billion.

Q What was the 'peak of spending in prior years?

DR. PAINE: The peak of spending in 1)rior years was
about a $4.9 billion level.

What year was that, Doctor?

DR. PAINE: 1966. 1966 represented the, peak both of
bringing in the construction of the big Apollo system and
also in building across the country the tremendous soace
facilities that had to he built as America began to move ahead
and create the kind of space capability we have today. This
is the construction of Cape Kennedy, the construction of the
Aanned Spacecraft Center at Houston, and so forth.

Dr. Paine, the statement mentions scientific
knowledge as only the second of the objectives, and has what
looks at first glance like a rather weak statement at one ooint
that the space program will be "attentive to their suggestions",
referring to the scientists.

To what degree do you think that this program will maet
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the disatisfactions that have been developed in the scientific
community in the United States?

DR. PAINE: I think this program will go a long way
toward satisfying the many different aspects of the space
program, the many different sup2orters, including not only the
,scientists but the practical alTplication engineers, the
aeronautics people, the research and development people, and many
other areas which are covered in various degrees in this.

It represents in our view the best possible balanced
program within the resources which we feel is realistic to
ex'oact the United States to out into the space nrogram.

I should hasten to add that everybody is not going to
be happy. There will always be a certain amount of criticism,

a fair amount of criticrsm, perhans, and we welcome a lot
of this kind of discusion.

• 
I think it helps us to come up with a better program.

One of the advantages of running an open program

like we run in NASA is that we can take advantage of a lot of

the kind of criticism we get and improve the program as a
result.

MORE
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Q Dr. Paine, could you give us sort of a

rough chronology, starting with the year 1970 and

going to 1989 as to what the highlights will be, not

necessarily at year intervals?

DR. PAINE: I don't want to run through the

entire thing because it would take too long. I can

give you a few highlights. In 1971 and 1972, we will

be sending two additional Apollo missions to the moon

each time. Starting with Apollo 16 we will carry, for

the the first time, a lunar Rover vehicle that will allow

two astronauts to ride out some 20 to 25 miles and cover
a great deal of additional area of scientific interest
and bring back much better samples of the surface.

We will also be launching in 1972 the first of

our Explorer spacecraft out to Juniper.

At the end of 1972, we will suspend Apollo

operations to the moon for a year while we put into orbit

our project Skylab which is an experimental space
station contained within a third-stage Saturn rocket
module. It will contain a major solar telescope
experiment to he operated by the astronauts, and will be
visited during the last quarter of 1972 and the first half

of 1973 on three separate occasions by three-man astronaut

crews.

We are going to attempt to keep astronauts
in orbit in this space station for a period as long as
56 days, exploring the long-term effect of weightlessness

on man and establishing man's ability to work for prolonged

periods in space.

In 1973, we will launch a Mariner class space-
craft which will swing past the planet Venus, head on in
toward the sun, and give us our first closeup view of the

planet Mercury.

As we move on out into '75, '76, we will be

having, in '76, if our progress remains on schedule, our
first look at the surface of the planet Mars. We will be
putting two orbiters around Mars in 1971. These will
give us a map of 70 percent of the surface of Mars and
we hope will give us the first look at the changing
coloration of Mars as the spring goes up the planet,
as the icecap disappears under the influence of the
sunshine, and as a wave of darkening goes over the
surface.

We don't know what this wave of darkening is
due to, and in 1971 we hope to get some clues.

In 1976, we will actually land two spacecraft

on the planet Mars, carrying life detection equipment
in areas that were selected from the maps that were
prepared in the 1971 encounter.

MORE



In 1976, we also hope to have the first flights
of our reusable space shuttle rocket plane, and shortly
thereafter perhaps the first launch of our original
space station module.

The space station will then be built up, year
by year, with additional launchings which will be added
to the original module so that over about a decade a long
life, permanent base station will grow in Earth orbit as
module after module is added.

We hope very much that other nations will wish
to join with us, both in the operation of the reusable
space shuttle rocket plane back and forth from the surface
of Earth to the space station, and also in the operation
of the space station which will have many different
capabilities. It will be an extremely useful research
station for men in space.

In 1977, we hope to launch the first of the
"Grand Tour" activities to the outer planets; in 1979,
the second "Grand Tour" mission.

In the period of about 1978 we hope to have the
first launch of our nuclear propulation rocket, which has
been under test, ground test, at our Nevada test station
now for several years, which is now ready to move toward a
flight weight engine to prove this technology out in actual
space flights.

That is some kind of an outline of major events
for the future.

Dr. Paine, what are the prospects of getting
the Soviets to cooperate with us on these space projects,
particularly having Soviet astronauts on some of these
missions?

DR. PAINE: We hope very much that the Soviets will
indeed wish to increase the degree of cooperation that we
have had in the past decade.

As you know, the past decade has been more marked
by a spirit of competition than a spirit of cooperation.
But there has been some cooperation and we believe that it
is possible to increase this.

In this connection, I have sent to the leaders
of the Soviet space program our space plans for the next
decade as proposed in the Space Task Group, and we have
invited their increasing cooperation with us as our
programs for the future mature.

Dr. Paine, is this direction generally the
same direction the Soviets are moving in, from what you
know about their space program?

DR. PAINE: The Soviet spaced program is somewhat
the program that Winston Churchill once described, the
mystery wrapped in an enigma. The Soviets, as you know,

MORE
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do not have an open space program. They prefer to
announce what they have done after they have done it and
after they have seen that they have been successful.
Therefore, it is very difficult for us to comment
specifically on what their plans are.

We do know that they are continuing to move
toward the moon. We do know that they have made very
substantial statements about the desire for not only
planetary exploration of the unmanned type, but also for
Soviet cosmonauts to visit the planets.

We do know that they are extremely interested
in putting into orbit a major space station at an early
date.

We do know that they are proceeding with the
construction of very large rocket capability, even larger,
probably, than our Saturn V system.

So we see a great deal of activity in the SovietUnion, a great deal of interest in moving ahead with very
spectacular projects. I think we will simply have to
wait until these mature before we will really know
specifically what they are going to do by what date.

What about the Soviet astronaut? Is that
a possibility or probability?

DR. PAINE: I think that before we have Soviet
cosmonauts flying with our astronauts in orbit we will
very likely have people from other parts of the free
world flying with us, particularly in the era of our
space shuttle when it will be possible for men and womenof many nationalities, people who are simply in good
health -- they won't have to have the very elaborate astro-naut or cosmonaut kind of training -- be able to fly aspassengers to orbit and return in this period of the late1970's.

In fact, we will even be able to take healthynewsmen, if we can find any in this period.

THE PRESS:. Thank you very much.

END (AT 11:45 A.M. EST)
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

. STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space program has
been the Moon. By the end of that decade men from our planet had traveled
to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had walked on its surface. With
these unforgettable experience, we have gained a new perspective of ourselves
and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspective of our
space program as well. Having completed that long stride into the future which
has been our objective for the past decade, we must now define new goals which
make sense for the Seventies. We must build on the successes of the past,
always reaching out for new achievements. But we must also recognize that
many 

lila C; pziority demands on our
attention and our resources. By no means should we allow our space program
to stagnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before us --
we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to space must
continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no clear, comprehen-
sive plans for our space program after the first Apollo landing. To help
remedy this situation, I established in February of 1969 a Space Task Group,
headed by the Vice President, to -study possibilities for the future of that
program. Their report was presented to me in September. After reviewing
that report and considering our national priorities, I have reached a number
of conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space
efforts. The budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for
Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space program.

One purpose is exploration. From time immemorial, man has insisted on
venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict precisely the value
of any given exploration. He has been willing to take risks, willing to be
surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that
such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves -- for they represent one
way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great
nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge -- a greater
systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe. With each of
our space ventures, man's total information about nature has been dramatically
expanded; the human race was able to learn more about the Moon and Mars in
a few hours last summer than had been learned in all the centuries that had
gone before. The people who perform this important work are not only those
who walk in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful
rockets in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in
laboratories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher
new facts and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths. The
abilities of these scientioto constitute one of our most valuable national
resources. I believe that our space program should help theee people in their
work and should be attentive to their suggestions.
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A third purpose of the Un
ited States space effort is that of practical application

turning the lessons we learn in space to the early 
benefit of life on Earth.

Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range from new 
medical insights

to new methods of communication, from better 
weather forecasts to new

management techniques and new ways of providing energy. But these lesson
s

will not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to 
see that the

results of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of 
the

human community.

A Continuing Process

' We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of today 
but also

as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon merely for the

sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have provided an exciting adven-

ture for all mankind and we are proud that it was our nation that met this

challenge. But the most important thing about man.es first footsteps on the

Moon is what they promise for the future.

=lb OM

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives for the rest of

time. Vie rnuat think oi.Llii.part - continuing proce,s -- one which will

go on day in and day out, year in and year out and not as a series of separate

leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of energy and will and accom-

plishedi on a crash timetable. Our space program should not be planned n a

rigid manner, decade by decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one which

takes into account our changing needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their proper place within

a rigorous system of national priorities. What we do in space from here on in

must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must therefore

be planned in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also

important to us. The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal

Year 1971 is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which

reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the compet-

ing demands of other programs. I am confident, however, that the funding

I have proposed will allow our space program to make steady and impressive

progress.

Six Specific Objectives

With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded that our space

program should work toward the following specific objectives:

1. We should continue to ELT lore the Moon. Future Apollo manned lunar landings

will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return from each mission,

always providing, of course, for the safety of those who undertake these

ventures. Our decisions about manned and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the

Apollo program will be based on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets and the universe.

In the next few years, scientific satellites of many types will be launched into

Earth orbit to bring us new information about the universe, the solar system,

and even our own planet. During the next decade, we will also launch unmanned

spacecraft to all the planets of our solar system, including an unmanned

vehicle which will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the

late 1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planets

of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. The posi-

tions of the planets at that time will give us a unique opportunity to launch

missions which can visit several of them on a single flight of over three billion

miles. Preparations for this program will begin in 1972.

There is one major but longer range goal we should keep in mind as we proceed

with our exploration of the planets. As a part of this program we will eventually

send men to explore the planet Ma.rs.

MORE
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3. We should work to red,.-ce substantially the cost of space operations. Our
present rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for some
time. But as we build for the longer-range future, we must devise less
costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into space. Such a
capability -- designed so that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific,
defense and commercial uses -- can help us realize important economies in
all aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in greater detail
the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achieving this
objective.

4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live and work in space. The
Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting workshop -- will be an
important part of this effort. We are now building such a station -- using
systems originally developed for the Apollo program -- and plan to begin using
it for operational missions in the next few years. We expect that men will be
working in space for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in space. On the basis
of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when and how to develop longer-
lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station modules could provide
a I./AA:Li-purpose space platform for the longer-range future and ultimately
become a building block for manned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and ex and the •ractical a••lications of s ace technolocr
The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms which can help in
such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits and measuring
water resources -- will enable us to assess our environment and use our
resources more effectively. We should continue to pursue other applications
of space-related technology in a wide variety of fields, including meteorology,
communications, navigation, air traffic control, education and national defense.
The very act of reaching into space can help man improve the quality of life on
Earth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in space. In my
address to the United Nations last September, I indicated that the United States
will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic
venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one nation but to all
mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the applications of space
missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster and
our accomplishments will be greater if nations will join together in this
effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the benefits.
Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already make use of our
space launch capability on a cost-shared basis; we look forward to the day
when these arrangements can be extended to larger applications satellites and
astronaut crews. The Administrator of NASA recently met with the space
authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan and Australia in an effort to
find ways in which we can cooperate more effectively in space.

* * *

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United States meet
these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals will be a balanced
space program, one which will extend our capabilities and knowledge and one
which will put our new learning to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man is also entering
a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached beyond his planet; for
the - rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men from  the planet Earth. It
is my hope that as we go forward with our space program, we can plan and
work in a way which makes us proud both of the planet from which we come and
of our ability to travel beyond it.



March 6, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EHRLICIIMAN

I have prepared the attached brief for the meeting of Dr. Paine
with the President in case it is decided that Paine will meet
with the President prior to his press briefing on the space
statement.

I think it would he desirable for the President to meet with
Paine for a short time. However, I would urge that this not be
an occasio.n for Paine to attempt to talk the President into re-
interpretations of the Message, since we are not yet ready to make
any further commitments on NASA programs.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
Mr. Kriegsman

C TWhitehead:ed

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President



MEMORANDUM FOR

March 6, 1970

THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Meeting with Dr. Thomas 0. Paine
March 7, 1969

I. PURPOSE,

To discuss your stat ement on the future of the space program

prior to its release and Dr. Paine's press briefing.

IL BACKGROUND

This statement has been under discussion with NASA, OST, BOB,

and the Vice President's office for the past three months. it is

designed primarily to put space in perspective vis-a-vis our other

priorities and to set forth a rationale for planning the future

direction of the space program. The statement complements the

specific program information presented in the FY 1971, budget
submission. Many of NASA's suggestions have been incorporated,
but not all.

III. POINTS OF DISCUSSION

There is no need for you to raise any of the following issues at

this time. They are presented for your information in case
Dr. Paine raises them.

A. Dr. Paine may discuss his trips abroad to explore
opportunities for more international cooperation in
space. Both Mr. Flanigan and Mr. Kissinger's staffs
have been working with NASA, and this area turns out
to be more difficult than might be expected.
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That you encourago Dr. Pui to continue Ms
efforta. but stress the need iors firm economic
and technical tzmntlation to bg.. laid beiore to
many expectations aro raised pt1,41.1eIy.

B. it may alto- raise the extent el your cor=ltment to the
featt;r1! dovcloptneat of the- re-124aL)le apace shualo. The
development coat ettirnates for this prograra are very
high awl quite uncertain.

.Lr.ssgliy&zyp_A.:gat

That you stress the need to consider a full range
of options and =Like desigra Ektid development
decisions only *nor more tcclInologicsi alut
cast ttiriknOWne Lee resolved.

iv. ecnTri YOU_LCAMSAMMUg

The tone of the space statement la invortant. While it includes
& earnbiztr of ssecifie pro-grasn inttiativea, the thrust is more
esplartatory of a rationale than a listing of Tr-Ajor

RECON51.1

That ycoa emphaksize thla point to Dr. Paine and
*unmet ho addrezs the ration:41*am swell as program
Lattiatives in his press brieltng•

ftter X4. ElsaIsms





NATIONAL AERONAUTI
CS AND SPACE ADMIN

ISTRATION

WASH I NGTON

March 6, 1970

TO: Mr. Tom Whitehead

FROM: Willis H. Shapley

These are the changes
 George Low and I 

recommended to you 
on

the phone at Dr. Pain
e's request.

(i Ii i
.

Willis H. Shapley
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Proposed Statement on the Future Of
the U. S. Space Proa,ram
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•

March 4, 1970

'Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space

FiLffl 1i b&n t1 24.6b,-i. Jy 01(3 end of that decade men from our •

,
planet hacl traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had .

. .

walked on its surface. With these 'unforgettable experiences, we

have gained a.new perspective on ourselves and our world;

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new per-..

• ••••

spective on our space prog,ram as well. Having completed that long

stride into. the future which has been our objective for the past decade,

we must now define new goals \villa make sense, for the Seventies. We

must build on the successes of the past, always reaching out for new

• .achievements. But we must also recognize that many critical pr
oblems

! • •". • 
•

• .-heie on this planet 2.-n3kchio-lk-.1....lriority demands on our attention and

POUT resources.
•

•
•

By no means should we allow our space program to

.-. stagnate. But with the entire future and the entire universe before

•
us -- we should riot try to do everything at once. Our approach 

to

space must continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

• •
When this Administration came into office, there" were no 

clear,

- comprehensive plans for our space program after the first 
Ap'ollo

• 
• •

• landing. •To help remedy this situation, I established in Febr
uary of

1 by the 'co Prcsident-,
. . .• .1(A9 Space GroiT fr1 's •••1.
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possibilities fOr the future of that program. Their report was pre-

sented to me in September. After reviewing that report and consider-
.

ing our national priorities, I have reached a number of conclusions

concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space efforts.

-•.The budget recornmenda.tio.ns which I have sent to the Congress for
• • .•

Fiscal. Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

•

... :... ...s. .. . .. . .
. In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space

- •

program.

•

• - .One purpose is exploration. • ' From time immemorial, man has

-
insistcd on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

precisely the value of a.ny given exploration. He has been willing to.•
.••

.:take risks, willing to be•surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to 'feel that such quests are 'worthwhile in and of them-

selves.-- for they represent one way in which he expands his vision

and exkesses the human spirit. A great nation must always be an

••'

•

-exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second puIpose of our space program is. scientific knov.Pledge

— a greater systematic understanding about ouiselves and outr uni-

-.- ••
• • ! - versc. With each of our space•ventures, inan's total information. ,
: ••• ...

i . ..

'1
il....
• i .

about nature has been dramatically expanded; the human race was able
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•• to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer.•

• . •

•:-
.-;

• • .• •::• .

than had been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The.

•

people who perform this important work arc not only those who walk
• . . .

•

in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets
• • •

'• in. a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in labora-
• •

torics• and offices, where 'dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher.
_

new facts.and add them. to old ones in ways which reveal new

eV

-7,The-abilities of these scientists constitute•one-of our most valuable------•---

national resources. I believe that our spade program should help

. • .
these people in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

. •

A third purpose of the United States -s,p'acc effort is that of

• • - ;--• ---•••••• •.: i•••--

.-practical application --turning the lessons we learn in space to the. • 

.early benefit of life on Earth. Examples of such lessotis are mani-

fold; they range from new medical insights to new methods of commu-.

• nication, from better weather. forecasts to new management techniques
. • .

and ii'ew ways of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply

'themselves; we must make a concerted effort to sec that the results

of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the• 

human community:

A Continuinfr Process

•

,
" A -. • •

•

We must sec our space effort, then,. not only as an adventu
re

• •-:

•
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Of to-day•but also as an investment in 
tomorroW.. We did not go to the,. .

1ôn merely for the sport of it. To be- sure; those undertakings have

p`i.%.N-vided.an-exciting adventure for all mankind and we are 
proud that

it was our nation that thot this challenge. But the most important

• . -- •

thing about Mants first footsteps on the Moon is 
what they promise for

. 
.

.t.
the future.

•

We must realize that space activities will be a par
t of our lives

• .• •••••• SA. •••• 
• ••••••••.......••••••••••••••• 

•••••••• •••••••••••A.....
.

• for the rest of time. We must think of them as 
part of.a. continuinci

--_one _Which will go on cla..y in and day out, year in and 
year

•

::.,---Out ••- -and •not as a series of separateleaps,, e•a
ch•requiring -a massive

. ... ..
,- • . . • . ... ....•. _ . . ... .„ ..• „ .

.-. eiatit:rtian of brier-1-hr' .:i-i'a Fvri/I'alid--6.'dcore.ii1-ie-ct 51:5.r17-a cl.:'a-sh time -
, .

7 . . . • . . .-. •

• .- .I'able. Our spacd program should not b'e Planned' in a rigid manner,
:

. ,... . . -• • . ;..... . .
. •

.';a66-adelpy decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one whi
ch takes

into a frt. alid* e.

.We must also realize that space expenditures must take 
their

ta•oper:place within a rigorous system of national priorities. 
What

we .do in space fram here. on in must become a' norm
al and regular

.
• • part of our national life and must therefore be planned in con

jUnction

*with all of the other undertakings which are a1s6 important to-sus.

t. 
••

The space budget which 1 have sent to Congress for Fiscal Yea
r 19710

• .•
Jo lower than the bUdgct for Fiscal Year 1970, a pondition 

which
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1 . about the universe, the solar syst

em, and even our own p
lanet During

• 
i 

. . 
s. ..-t • . . .

1.
..
 .

the next cic.cacle, we will also lau
nch unmanned spacecraf

t to a411 the

• . 7

reflects the fiscal constraints
 under which we' presently gperate and

. . . • . - .

•' the competing demands of other
 programs. I am confident, howeve

r,

.•
that the funding I have proposed

 will. allow our space program to ma
ke

. . "

'steady and impressive progress.

Objectives 

With these general considerationsu i
n mind, I have concluded

•
•

that our space program should work
 toward the following specific 

ob-
-

C C t1VC S:

•• • 1. •' We should continue to aq.
)lore the Moon. Future A

pollo

manned lunar landings will be spa
ced so as to maximize our 

scientific
: •. .

- return from each mission, alway
s providing, of course, fo

r the safety

. •

. .:of those who undertake these ventures. Our 
decisions about manned

-!.:and unmanned lunar voyages beyond
 the Apollo program vill be. based

- 
on the results of these missions

.

. 2 • • • : . : - . ' -1 • . -

. 'I •

•

Z. We should move ahead with bold
 piorationof the _plan

ets

and the' universe. In the next few years, scientific 
satellites of many

.•. •
types will be launched into Earth

 orbit to bring us new 
information

. ,

planets of our solar system, including
 an unmanned vehic

le which will

be sent•to land on Mars and to inilestigate 
its surface. In the late

•
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1970s, the "Grand Tour" mission
s will study the myster.ious outer

...•
• .,..• .. •

-planets of the solar system -- Jupit
er, Saturn, Uranus, Ne.ptune,. and.

• •

•-•Pluto. The positions of the pla
nets at that time will give 1.1 a unique

•

.opportunity to la'unch missions which can 
visit several of them on a

:
single flight of over three billion mile

s. Preparations for this pro-

• . •

•

giam will begin in 1972.

.• •

. • • There is oneA 
ronger rarige goal we should keep in mi

nd as we

•• •••• 

7-.----proceccl - with our exploration of the planets:- -As-a. 
part of this program•

S.
4,44

. tve- z-hould eventually send men to explore 
the planet Mars.

• 3. We should work to reduce substantial
ly the cost of space

•
1. 

. ....,_ •. . .

..
l• op_   Qua prest rocket ations. Qent technology will pr

ovide a reliable 
.... .... .._ ._

t 
,

.i• .• 
:. • _.. -

,,. launch cpability_fo.r some time. But as w
e build for the longer-range

.,. •

Aiture, we must devise less costly and'les co
rriplidated ways of

•
!transporting payloads into space. Such a cap

ability -- designed so

-that it • •will be suitable for a wide range of scientific
, defense' and

• 
.

.•-

•:".comrhercial uses can help us realize important economies in 
all

41.

:aspects of _our space program. We
 are currently exa.mining in greater

. „ .• .? :s •

, :. • ...1 • . ' 
‘- ' --, . . .

:.1
.1 • detail the feasibility of.re-usa

ble space shuttles as one way of a
chicv-

.
• •• 

• • 1 " • . 4 At 
.

-1 
. ..— ...:1, • :b. 

.

.3 

• . • 
.

ing tbis objective. - . . 1

I . vi:_-_-•.
.., . 

,

i. . 
. 

.

• 4. . We should seek to extend m
ants capability to'live and work

1 
. .

•

in space. The Experimental Sp
ace Station C.XSS) — a large orbiti

ng

.•••• • •• •
".• -

•••' :

.;

••• • • .4

4 ,v

•

•

. •

• •
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•-• .• *workshop -- w
ill be an important part of

 this effort. We are now

/ • • ' 

.•

i • • . • . . . . 

. . . . 
. •

. .
•. •

. .... 
• : , : .. • . . 

. •

building such a station -
- using systems originally d

eveloped for the
• '•• • .

" • "

H Apollo program -7
 and plan to begin using it for

 o'perational missions

•

in the next few years.
 We expect that men will be 

working in space

-•

for months at a time d
uring the. coming decade.

•••
. ..

. . 
.

...We have much to learn ab
out what man can and canno

t do in
...

.- -.,. • .• . ... - - • .. ..f. ...„....7..-,-- t.:-.,....:, •--..--:. .••.•:... -•;? ..•

...space. On the basis
 of our experience with-the-XSS,

. we wili decide

.,..2,- ..„..- ',...-.,.-..,..,..-••....-,7--:. '.1 • . - .••• .• ... . . . ›.--- •

. -.. 

...

-:--rt--,-,---------,--t—when-and how to •develop longe
r-lived space -stations.. --:':Flexible,•:-long--------

•• 
- ;......;,•...,..-_,;• X• 

,.,:...T.,..p. — 
.--7 • v "•-• . . ... . . . 

:. .. .. . . . . . . .,.... 
. .

. ; • • • '
t •

• • ; • • - lived space st
ation modules cOuld provide a m

ulti-purpose space

1 . 
.

3 
. .• • 

' 
. . .

. .. .. platform for the lo
nger-range future and ultimately 

become a building

t • .
k - • .. • • . . - •-- • . • ' •

11 

i — . 
. 

• •

.1 ..- block for manne
d interplanetary travel. ::•••'• 

:

II 
.:

ii • .• ...• 
.... ...•........ .....

!--.' -5..-:.We shd•Uld,h_asten and expand the_practi
cal applications of'

.ri. 
—. . . .

.•

,

.; space technologx. 
The development of earth resou

rces. satellites

• • . •-• • " .

- platforms which can
 help in such varied tasks as 

surveying crops,

locating mineral, deposit
s and measuring .watei.• res

ources —.will enable

•

us to-assess our envir
onment and use•our resources mor

e effectively.

. .

•"We should contin
ue to pursue other applications

 of space-relate
d

. •

-technology in a wide v
ariety of fields, including 

meteorology, co
rnrnu-

nications, navigation, air
 traffic control, educa

tion and national
 dekns

: • 
. •

• The very act of rea
ching into space can help 

man impi.:eo.ve the
 quality

of life on Earth.

••• ..•
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sk- e. In my address to the United Nations la
st September, I indicated

• •• •• • .

. We. should encourage greater internationaL
s=ra.tion in

• ' • •

• • -

that the. United States will take positive, 
concrete steps "toward inter -

• •

*nationalizing man's epic venture into spa
ce -- an adventure that 'belongs

. .

„not to one nation but .to all mankind. " I be
liev6 that both the adventures

..ind the applications of space missions sh
ould be shared by all peoples.

Our progress will be faster and our acc
omplishments will be greater

join together in this effort Jalothin contributii;g the

• 
F.4frVat 17%.•-•„,./4

:resources and in enjoying the benefits. rr
he Administrator of NASA

recently met with the space authorities o
f Western Europe, Canada,

.Japan and•Australia in an effort to find wa
ys in which we can cooperate

•moie effectively in space.

•
• •

• •••• •••

• • . •. '

• •It is important, I believe, that the 
space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program. which achieve S these

• •
:goal i will be a balanced space program,

 one which will extend sur

•. ,

.!. capabilities and knowledge and one which
 will put our new learning to

• i -
work for the immediate benefit of.all

 people. . ....
.;-

1-: ...: . 
. .

1 71 ' . 
.As we enteraa new decade, we are conscious of the f

act that 
man. 

. . 
-.

1 I. is also entering a new historic era.
 For the first 

4 
time,. be has reached 

i• . . 
.. ,- Q-.. .

1 . beyond his planet; for the rest of time
, we will think of ourselves as •

_i .

... 
.•.
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men from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go.forwa.rd with

• •-

•

• ; .

our space program, we can plan and
 work in a way which makes us

. • •
-proud both of the planet from which we 

come and of our ability to
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•
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travel beyond it.
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Insert 1 to replace last sentence of par. 3 on page 6

We are currently examining the design of a reusable space s
huttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all
 mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space op
erations.

(Wording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)
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Friday 3/6/70

3:03 The pouch will be open until 5 o'clock to get
things on the Courier plane; we can get it to
the Situation Room when it is ready.



2:20

Friday 3/6/70

John Brown's Office called. Steve Bull said you will have to
do a briefing paper for the President who will be meeting with
Dr. Paine some time tomorrow. This briefing paper has to
go with the courier by 4:30.



March 6, 1970

To: Willis Shapley

From: Tom Whitehead

We still haven't received a copy
of the final Message - but here's
a copy of what we sent over, with
changes.

Attachments

CTWhitehead:ed
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- Proposed Statement on the Future Of•

the Ti. S. Salce Program
. .

• •

Mr ch 4, 1970

_•. °vex the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space

..FrOLO.'1117 1/P,gbi 010 Muv ay.; ond of 1.1.-4;•:.t decade men from our

• I •• 
• •

.• planet hacl traveled to the Moon on four occasions .and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these -unforgettable experieiiceri, we

have gained anew perspective on ourselves and our world..
•

. •
I believe these accomplishments should help us gain zt new per-.. . . •. .

spective .on our space program as well. Having completed that long
• • .

stride into the future which has been our objective for the past decade,

we must: now define 1) CW goals which make sense, for the Seventies. -•Vtire
• ..& •. . • • • •. . .

'must build on the successes of the past, always reaching out for new

,..-. • :
.achievements.. But we must also recognize that many critical. problems.....• ..

•

. • - . . .-...:.,,,,,--„.2.,,, • . , . •
..•.•• .• :..," • 11;.). 

a 

• . . . , '

• .jiere on this planet. makri higl-K..,priority dernah.ds on our attention and .

• 

— . .
..;,--e•-- • . . ...

. .
By no means•should.we allow our space program to,our resources.

stagnate. )3ut -- with the entire future and the entire universe before
• :•••

' us -- we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to

• 'space must .continue to he bold -7 but it must also be balanced.••. • .

• t- When this Administration came into office, there were no Clear,

•

• coMprehensive plans for our space program after the first Apollo

• landing. To help rornedy this situation, I established in *February o!

by 14.11c.: h•-••



•

: .•• . . ••:•

for the future of that program. Their report NV S pre-
.-

scnted to me in Sept.ember: After reviewing that report and consider-
.

ing our 11 Et ti o Pa priorities, I have rea.Ched a number of conclusions
.• . . .. •-•

-concerning  the future pz-tce and direction of the nation's space efforts.

• • The budget recommendatio.ns which I have sent to the Congress for
• --*

Fiscal. Year 1971.  are bzcsed on these conclusions.

•

•• •

• Three General Pu_uoses

In my judgment, three general purposes sT;oufci guide our space

.. •
program. • .. '

: -
•.

" •••

• One purpose is exploration.— :From time immemorial, man has
. •••••• • .• • • •••

. .

_insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

. -
precisely the value of any given exploration. lie has been willing to

. •. •-.
,''..:take risks, willing to be•su-rprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

. •
..•
Man has come to Teel that such quests are 'worthwhilc. in and of them-.

selves.-- for they represent one way in which he expands his vision

- and exkesses the human spirit.. A great nation must always be an
• •

•

- exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.
. . .

• A second purpose of our space program is scintific knowledge
- . •

-- a greater 5.1ystcynatic understanding about Oui.-selves and ou.•

• 

uni-

verse. With each of our spacc.ventures, man's total information

about nature has been dramatically expanded; the human race was 
able
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to learn more about the Moon and Mars in
 a feW

•

• •

•

• •• .1.

..:."

• . •

. ••

hour E.; summer
•

• than had been learned in all the centuries 
that had gone before.. T.hc.-.

▪ . . . •

people v,:ho ffl th5.;.; important wo3•3; ar.e not only those who wai
k

. in spacesuits while millions watch or th
ose who launch powerful rOckets

.... .... . • : ... . . ..
..

in a burst of flame. Mi.ich of our scientific progress comes in la.bora
-•

tones and offices, where dedicated, inquiring
i•-nen and women de.cipher.

. •

new facts and add them to old ones in ways whi
ch reveal n.cw

,

of these scientists co• nstitute -one-of our most valuable•

• national. resources. I believe that our space program should
 help

these people in their worl; and should be 
.attentive to their suggestions.

, .

tb5.3.8 purpose of the United Stat.es F,pacc eff
ort is that of

•;.•

..pra.c.tical application -- turning the lessons we 
learn in space to the

.cariy benefit of life on Earth. Examples.of such lesso-ns are

• •

inani-

fold; they range from new medical insights. to n
ew methods of commu-

nication, from better weather forecasts to new 
management lechniciues

..•

and 11'cw ways of providing energy. PAIL these -lessons, will not apply

-themselves; we must make a concerted -.effort to see that the results

of our space research are used to the rri -tx5murn advantage of the. :
• A

•. •
human community:

•:- 
, .

. .. • .

'..i- A Contin
uinr, Process 

...•

i
. - .:.,

• iI Vir e.  must see our space effort, then,. not only as 
an adventure

.I
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C)fto-day•but also 
as an investment in tomorrow.

•
• •

did not go to the

. kil(*)0' ).-1 )ye-rely for t.b.c sport
 of it. To be sure, those ui-idertakinerq 1-,Zry'

ili'k.wided an exCitinig adve.nture for all mankind and we ar
e proud. that

it was our nation that
 :1-;..:161.-this challenge nut the most important

thug. .
z-11?oili mans first footsteps on the 

Moon •i; what they promise for

. •

the future.
.•

We must realize that space activiti
es will he a part of our li

ves

•

• thc rest of time. \'‘-r-e n-iust think of them as part of_ -a continui
ng

.proccss ---- one which will go on day
 in and day out, year in z-tild ycar

-and -not.-as a series of separate-leaps, e.
ach-requiring.a rn.assive

• •• ••. • ...•

• .Z6i-Lle.:'&fi Cr aidn. 6 iT• one rgy". an ck 7\s../).1rstirie
t• c:sh time -

able

„

. •

Our spa.ce program should not be Planned .
in a rigid manner,.

s..

”
. • .

•ife6ade:by decade; but on a continu;nr, flexible 
basis, onc which tak

es

. •
•
into accourit:-.obr changing n-ee-cls and oUi•

Airc must also realize that space expen
ditures must take th

eir

. roper.place within a rigorous systen of 
national priorities, What

we .do in space fram here on in must becornc
- a:normal and re

gular

.i .?. ' Fart of our national life and must therefor
e be planned in 

conji..1nction

.) . . .:x

i 
. 

.

.1 

.

- 1 -s11;t1i all of the other undertakings which ar
e ais6 important to 

,us.

1

•

1
1. 

••

i The space 1)u:it/et whi.ch 1 have sent to Congre.ss..for
 Fiscal Year 1971

. .

. . 
I

::'•
i /1; )0\';c1" than the .budget  for Fiscal Year 3970,

 a .condition which

......r
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-..• . . .
:-- reflects thc .fiscal constraints lmde).- Nvhich we presently (Terate. and

the competing demands of other programs. I am confident:, however,

. • • • • . • " . . • . • ' •

• that the funding I have proposed will. allow our space program to mak
e

•

•

*stead); and impressive progress.
• • ...

. . •
• • • . •

•Six.S_pecific  Objectives
.••

7

• these general consideration% in mind, I have concluded

. _
•that our space program should work toward the following Spc.lcifi

c oh-

We should continue to ,explore the Moon. Future .Apollo

manned lunar landings will be. spaced so as to maximize 
our scientific

. • , •

• • • . • .

• • . • .
. • •

• - return from each mission, always pzoviding, of *cour
se, for the safety

. • • . . . . •

:•••

. -:of.those who undertake these ventures, Our decisions about ma
nned

• -!,:a.nd unmanned lunar voyages beyond the Apollo program . 
will be .based

on the results of these 11;aissions.
• . :•.

2; We should move ahead with bold euloration of t
he, planets

• .•-• •

• .and the' universe. In the next few years, scientific satellites of many

i .
..1 • . about the universe, the solar system, and c :planet. During
., 

yen OUT own

! ..• ..e.. . . .

1• 
•

• : the next decade, we will also launch unmanned spacecraft to 
;al the

.• .. ......
• planets of our solar system, including an unmanned vehicle which

 will

• .
types will be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new 

information
. . , .

•i
• 4o.

.be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface.

..•

In the late
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• . 19.70s, .tlie "Grand:Pour H Ini.S 5.; 5.63.15 V,'1.1.] S tl.,. .C1 )r ti C In )r. E.; t:C.r.i.01.1S Mite.):

•
. •

• ' • •

• • • • .•
.planets of the solar .:;ystem -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

. ' •

Neptune,: and.

••Pluto. The positions of the planets at that tin-le will give uS'a unique

. opportunity to launch missions which can Visit several of the
m on

. . • , •

.single flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this pro-

. • •

gram will begin in 1972.
..• . • .

" •vs-
-There is one

A
longer range (foal VIC should keep in mind as we

•

•

---7.----proceed - m•ith our •exploration of the planets.

• 'ie)•

:••••
part•of this program - •

.WC .-Should eventually send mon to explore .the planet Mars
.

•

"
3. : We should work to reduce substantially the cosi: of spa

ce

. •

operations. Our present rocket technology will provide a r
eliable .

' . ' ..• . •-•-• • _

launch ca.pabilitylo.r. some time. •But as v.re build for the longer73..•ange

.. •

• future, we must devise less costly and'les corriplidated 
ways of

•

• 

- transporting payloads into space. Such a capability -- designed so

that ity.'Pl be suitable for a wide range of scientific, 
defense and

•

. •.• .
comii)ercial uses --- can 'help kis realize important 

economies in all

••

• aspects  of our space program. '.We arc currently examining in gr
eater

• detail the fc:asibility of re --usable space shuttles a.s 
one W ay of achiev-

• -, • •-• • .

ing this objective.

.. • 
.

4. . We should seek to c- Ntencl Trt an 's c
apa1)))3ytObciJ N

in spacc:, The Expe-.,-.-irnental Space Station — a large. orbitifl

s.
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... .
' • • workshop -- wil1. be a» iTnport

ant part of this effort. We arc
 now

•., •
...... .. ...

4.•.;

.• •, •• •• • 

•• ... •

building such a station — using systen-is oriz,vinally developed fc».• the
. .

Apollo prog-i..ath -- and plan to bc.gin using it for o'pe
rational missic4ls

.•. .

in the next few yearS. We expect tha
t men v,,5.1.1 be working in space

£01 -).-1-1o.nthst a time during the. coming decade.

.•

.• •

.

-We have much to learn about what. ma
n.can and cannot do in

,, 
. ,•• • •

.spaces On the basis of our experience with the XS
, we will decide

.!. 
... t•-•,!, ....y.

•
----, ---wh.en- and how to ..develop .longer -lived space .

stations.. ..-Flexiblc,....lo»g-----

t• ..•, .....-- - • .

i• ••.'-'. livc...ci space station modules 
cbuld provide a multi-purpose spa

ce:

•... • • 
.....

.. .. .
• *.•.•• ,.. . platform for the longer-range fut

ure and ulti_nr.tely becom.e a
 boil.clirig-

.:; .. .

,.I!. . .•.•

••: - -*block for rrion-ned interplaneta.r ly trave. 
. ..

i; 
, .

.. 
.. .

1:. -,. - 
. ...,,....

•!: 
: ••-7. •••••:" . . . .. 

... -• . . . ...-.

'i 

". 3......:1:'•

.• ji)ir c should hitste.n and exnand the 
practical applications of

..,. ,_ .. _

.; .:.._syace technology. The development of earth repo
urceE; satellites

. •

•platforms which can help in such varied 
tasks as surveying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring 
water resources --- will en

all!

us t_p assess our C31V3.:COMTICYlt and use o
ur resources more effectively.

:We s.hould continue to pursue ot
her applications of space-relate

d

-technology in a wide variety of fields, inclu
ding meteorology, cornmu

-

••
:•:' • :nications, navigation, air traffic control

, eduction and natio. ,nal. de.f.
cn

.,, 

... . .

.t. . . 
. ..

!•• • • The very act of reacfiing in to space can 

i: 

help man impi.:(0.'e the quality 

. 
. .. .

of life Oil Earth.

t •

• • 4

• •••
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•
6. Ive 5110,,dd grc.,.ater  inte onrnt.oz-tl. cooneration in

L.

space,  In my ziddrcss to the United Nations last Septem
ber, I indicated

that the United States will take positive., con
crete steps "toward inter-

.
•

'nationalizing man's ep5.c venture into space — an adven
ture that: belongs

.1

not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe; 111-)at both the adventures

•.and the applications of space missions should
 be shared by all peoples.

. • . ,

Our progress will be faster and our accomplis
hments will be greater

.•-will join, together in this. efloyt.„:_bgn cont
ributing -the-

e AY.

-resources and in enjoying the -benefits. -The
 .Admii-nistrator C)1 NASA

• .
• •,

recently met with the space authorities of
 Weste

.
rn Lurope, Canada,

•••

. -Japan and -Australia in an effort to find ways
 in. which we can cooper

ate

:.rrior.e effectively in space.
•

: °- . • •••
•

-
•

. ••

It is important, I believe, that the space 
program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A prograrn.which achie
ve these

goais will be a balanced space program, one 
which will, extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which wi
ll put our. new lear

ning to

. work for the immediate benefit of all pe
ople.

As we enterg a new decade, we are conscious 
of the fact that 

than
••,

. .

is also enter;nr, a new historic era.
•

•

For the first time, 
be has reachc.,

• • I

beyond his planet; for the rest of tim
e, we will think of 

ourselves as

• _
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)nen from. the planet Earth. it is my hope that as .WC go .forwarcl with .

.• • .

-.our space program, we. can plan an work 5n a way which makes us

:proud both of the planet from which we come and of our ability to

: travel beyoncl. 3.t.

. .
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•
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Insert ito replacc last sentence  of par. 3_221_11,2ze 6

We are currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Hording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)



Friday 3/6/70

3:00 Mr. Shapley said the changes are the same as the
ones he gave you over the phone -- do you want them
In writing?

Tom said "yes."

Sh.apley's office will send them right over.



Thursday 3/5/70

6:25 Mr. Shapley called again -- doesn't want tb "bug" you,
but would like to get one last reading on where we stand
on the Message. Dr. Paine will be calling him from
California this evening to find out if there is anything

• he needs to do.

Shapley will be in his office a little while --
takes about 20 minutes to get home and would
appreciate your calling him there if you don't
reach him at the office.

(13) 24715

337-1956



March S. 1970

To: John Campbell

From: Tom Whitehead

Our changes are indicated on pages 1. 6,

and 8. The changes on pages 6 and 8 are

substantive and particularly important.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed



Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already

!make use of our space launch capability on a cost-shared

basis; we look forward to the day when these arrangements can

be extended to larger applications satellites and astronaut crews.

•••

1



(Huebner) JK

Proposed Statement on the Future Of
the U.  S. Space Program 

March 4, 1970

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's spade

program. has been the Moon. By the end of that decade men from our

• planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these unforgettable experiences, we

have gained a new perspective on ourselves and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new per-
.-

..

spective on our space program as well. Having completed that long

stride into the future which has been our objective for the past decade,

we must now define new goals which make sense_ for the Seventies. We

must build on the successes of the past, always reaching out for new

k

achieveinents.... But we must also recognize that many critical problems

. .here on this planet /.-nake higq; priority deman.ds on our attention and
. .

our resources. By no means should we allow our space program to

stagnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before

• us -- we should not. try to do everything at once. Our approach to

space must continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no clear,

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Ap'ollo

landing. To help remedy this situation, I established in February of

1969 a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President, to study
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• possibilities for the future of that program. Their report was pre-

sented to me in September. After reviewing that report and consider-

ing our national priorities, I have reached a number of conclusions

concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space efforts.

The budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for

Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes 

In my judgment, three general purposes shouldguide our space

program.

One purpose is exploration. • From time immemorial, man has

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

lake risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves-- for they represent one way in which he expands his vision

and expresses the human spirit. A great nation must always be an

exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

- A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge
•

•

-- a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and ouc uni-

verse. With each of our space ventures, man's total information

about nature has been dramatically expanded; the human race was able
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to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer

than had been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The

people who perform this important work are not only those who walk

in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets

in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in labora-

tories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher

new facts and add them to. old ones in ways which reveal new truths.

----The abilities of these scientists constitute -one of our most valuable"-

national resources. I believe that our space program should help

these people in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of

practical application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the

.early benefit of life on Earth. Examples of such lessotis are mani-

..- •
. .

fold; they range from new medical insights to. new methods of commu-

nication, from better weather forecasts to new management techniques

and new ways of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply

'themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the results

of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the

human community:

A Continuing Process

We must see our space effort, then,_ not only as an adven
ture
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of today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the.

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that

it was our nation that met this challenge. But the most important

•

-thing •about -man's -first -footsteps on the Moon is what they promise for

the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives

for the. rest of time. We must think of them as part of a continuing

process -- one which will go on day in and day out, year in and year

----out ---and-not as a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive

concentration of energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-_

-table. Our space program should not be planned in a rigid manner,

kleoade by decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one which takes

into account our changing needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their

proper place within a rigorous system of national priorities. What

we _do in space from here on in musk become a normal and regular

part of our national life and must therefore be planned in conjunction

with all of the other undertakings which are also important to -.us.

The space budget which 1 have sent to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971

is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which

•

•
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reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and

the competing demands of other programs. I am confident, however,

that the funding I have proposed will allow our space program to make

steady and impressive progress.

.Six Specific Objectives 

With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded

that our space program should work toward the following specific ob-

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

manned lunar landings will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific

return from each mission, always providing, of course, for the safety

of those who undertake these ventures. Our decisions about manned

unmanned lunar voyages beyond the Apollo program will be. based

on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets 

and the universe. In the next few years, scientific satellites of many

types will be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new information

about the universe, the solar system, and even our own planet. During

the next decade, we will also launch unmanned spacecraft to all the

planets of our solar system, including an unmanned vehicle which will

. be sent-to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the late
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1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer

planets of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,. and

Pluto. The positions of the planets at that time will give us a unique

opportunity to launch missions which can visit several of them on a

single flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this pro-

gram will begin in 1972.

reNA
There is one

A 
rcioner range goal we should keep in mind as we

7------------proceed with our exploration of the planets. As -a part of this program - -
;

we s-he-eld eventually send men to explore the planet Mars.

3. We should work to reduce substantially the cosi of space 

operations. Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable

launch capability forsorne time. But as we build for the longer-ranges_ _

- ., future, we must devise less costly and'leSs corriplidated ways of

transporting payloads into space. Such a capability -- designed so

that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific, defense and

comthercial uses -- can help us realize important economies in all

aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in greater

detail the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achiev-

ing this objective.

4. We should seek to extend man's capability to'live and work 

•
in space. The.Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting



workshop -- will be an important part of this effort. We are now

building such a station — using systems originally developed for the

Apollo program -- and plan to begin using it for operational missions

in the next few years. We expect that men will be working in space

for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in

space. On the basis of our experience with the XSS, we will decide

. -

—when-and bow to develop longer-lived space stations. - Flexible, long- ----

lived space station modules could provide a multi-purpose s
pace

platform for the longer-range future and ultimately become a 
building

'block for manned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and expand the practical applications o
f

, space technoloay_. The development of earth resources. satellites

- platforms which can help in such varied tasks as sur
veying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring water. resou
rces -- will enable

us to. assess our environment and use our resources 
more effectively.

We should continue to pursue other applications of sp.
ace-related

technology in a wide variety of fields, including 
meteorology, commu-

nications, navigation, air traffic control, education
 and natio.r.ial de'fense.

The very act of reaching into space can help man 
impfove the quality

of life on Earth.
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6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in 

space. In my address to the United Nations last September, I indicated

that the United States will take positive, concrete steps "toward inter-

nationalizing man's epic venture into space — an adventure that belongs

not to one nation but to an mankind. " I believe that both the adventures

and the applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples.

Our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater

-if-nations will join together in this effo t both in contributing the

resources and in enjoying the benefits. he Admlnistrator of NASA

recently met with the space authorities of Western Europe, Canada,

Japan and Australia in an effort to find ways in which we can cooperate

.more effectively in space.

. It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

goals. will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our. new learning to

work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter'a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that than

is also entering a new historic era. For the first time, be has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as

o
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men from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with

our space program, we can p
lan and work in a way which makes us

proud both of the planet from whi
ch we come and of our ability to

travel beyond it.

•

1
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March 5, 1970

To: Marge

From: Tom

This was inserted in the paragraph
on international cooperation.

If Mr. Flanigan has any troubles,
blow the whistle fast! I I

Attachment

cc. Mr. Wbitehe
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already

make use of our space launch capability-on a cost-shared

basis; we look forward to the day when these arrangements can

be extended to larger applications satellites and astronaut crews.

-



Thursday 3/5/70

4:30 Mr. Whitehead asked us to call Shapley's office
and tell him it is highly unlikely that we will have anything
for them before tomorrow.



Thursday 3/5/70

4:10 Judy called John Campbell's office and asked

them to send us 6 copies of the Space Message
when it's final.

Torn wants them to go to:

NASA
Space Council
Vice President
OST
TW
1 extra



e
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Wednesday 3/4/70

7:20 Mr. Keogh's secretary brought this copy of the

space message to you.

Copies have gone to:

Cole
Campbell
Huebner
Harlow



March 4, 1970

To: Mr. Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead

Cy of draft of proposed
space statement.



March 6, 1970

To: Bill Timmons

From: Toro Whitehead

NASA assure& me those requests can be

taken care of although it is highly unlikely

that they will be able to supply an astronaut

who has bean to the moon; i.e. , they will

provide one of the astronauts who has not

yet flown. I will let you know ae soon am

I can who they have lined up so you can pass

the word on to Staggers and Wyatt.

Attachment*

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Cehtral Files

Mr. Harlow

CTWhitehead:ed

I



klarch 6, 1970

To: WI111.2 Shapley

r rout Totri VibitehitAad

Theso too particular r4tittesta for
assirtmarats aro omen tve etrimely wtv4.4gti like to hz...vo honortd. t1.0 yoapUritn takst care Qf this and fiet back au**cot as potatiale.

AtUtchniesils

cc: Mr. 'Flanigan
Mr. Harlow
Mr. Timmons
Central Filen
Mr. Whitehead

CrWhitehead:ed



Thursday 3/5/70

1:50 Marge called. Mr. Flanigan would like you to call Julian Scheer,
NASA, in reference to Z requests for appearances of the astronauts
which he would like to have honored.

(1) Chairman Harley Staggers would like one of the astronauts to
speak at Keyser, West Virginia, at a function honoring a soldier
killed in the service who received the Congressional Medal of Hnnor.
Bryce Harlow asked if we could do something and then let Bill
Timmons know the outcome.

(2) Congressman Wendell Wyatt would like one of the astronauts
to be Grand Marshall at a Rose Parade in Portland, Oregon, on
June 13th. This Rose Parade is almost comparable to the one
at Pasadena, California.

Marge is sending over a memo on this.

7..

Scheer -- 13-35302





THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

qtap
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March_ 3, 1970

Peter Flanigan

Bryce Harlow tir

Chairma.u..gairleg—atagaQu pleads for an astro•,
arjj._22f_uaatiga2_jj;LLe zi_yasq—t

1/2a_aaQas;ljxx_zg.tu;Lx.,aa.jled in the
Congressional Medal of

speak at an A '
Virgin, honor'
s.21.171.ge and received the
Honor„_,

frP

to

Staggers said that the astronaut could jet his way
to Cumberland, Keyser being some twenty minutes away
from there, and could be back very shortly there-
after. He tried through George Miller, Chairman of
the House Space Committee, and failed. This is
extremely important to Staggers, and he comes to us 
as a final appeal.

I recommend that we try to do this for Staggers. Not
only is he Chairman of the House Interstate Committee,
but he is also a great sentimentalist. If we came
through on this, it would be a very valuable invest-
ment.

Can you, with your inestimable clout, pursue this with
NASA -- then let Bill Timmons know the outcome so that
he can tell the good Congressman?

cc: Bill Timmons
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Huebner) March 4, 1970

PROPOSED STATEMENT ON THE FUTURE OF
THE U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

Over the last decade, the principle goal of our nation's space

program has. been the Moon. By the end of that decade men from our

• planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these unforgetable experiences, we have

a new perspectiVe on-ourselves and our world:.

• I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspec-

tive on our space program as well. Having completed that long stride into

the future which has been our objective for the past decade, we must now
r

-define new goals which Make s.ense.for the Seventies: We must build
• 1_

• ! •

on the successes of the past, always'rbaaing outlforafew achievements.

• -
But We must also recognize that many critical problems on this planet

. • • .
• make higher priority demands on our attention and our resources. By

no means should we allow our space program to stagnate. But —.with

the entire future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try

to do everything at once. -Ir+-s-la-or-t-,adr approach to space must continue

to be bold -- but it also must be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no clear,

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Apollo
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landing. To help remedy this situation, I established in February

of 1969 a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President, to study

possibilities for the future of that program. Their report was presented

to me in September. After reviewing that report and considering our

national priorities, I have reached a number of conclusions concerning

the future pace and direction of _the.nation's_ effrts..._ The budgetspace. o_ . _

recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for Fiscal Year 1971

are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes 

In my judgment, three general purp6s-es should guide our space

program.

• .
One purpose is exploration. From time itnmemorial, man has

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves

for they represent one way in which he expands his vision and expresses

the human spirit. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.
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A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge --

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

With each of our space ventures, man's total information about nature

has been dramatically expanded; the human race was able to learn more

about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer than had been

—learned in all the centtiiies that had- gone.before.- The people-i.vho.

perform this important work are not only those who walk in spacesuits

while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets in a burst

of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in laboratories and

offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher new facts

and add them to old. ones in ways which reveal new truths. The abilities

of these scientists constitute one of our most valuable national resources.

I believe that our space program should help these people in their work

and should be attentive to their suggestions.

A third goal of the United States space effort is that of practical

application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefit

_ of life on Earth. Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range



from new medical insights to new methods of communication, from

better weather forecasts.' to- new management techniques and new ways

of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our space research

are used to the maximum advantage of the human community.

-Continuing -Process--

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon

. . .
merely for the sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings havd

_

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that

it was our nation that met this challenge. But the most important thing

about man's first footsteps on the Moon is what they promise for the 
futurc

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives f
or

the rest of time. We must think of•%"/
- asA

'a continuing process -- one
C 

which will go on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not 
as

a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of

energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-table. Our space

program should not be planned in a rigid manneridecade by decades but

on a continuing flexible basis, one which takes into account our changing

needs and cr expandin knowledge.
A 

0
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We must also realize that space expenditures must take their

proper, place within a rigorous system of national priorities. What

we do in space from here on in must become a normal and regular part

of ()lir national life and must therefore be planned in conjunction with

all of the other undertakings which are also important to us.

The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971_ . _

is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which reflects

the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the

competing demands of other programs. I arri confident, however, that

the funding I have proposed will allow our space program to make s
teady

and impressive progress.

Six Specific Objectives 

Withai2,3=I these general considerations in mind, I have conclud
ed

that our space program should work toward the following specific

objectives:

• 1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned

lunar landings will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return

from each mission, always providing, of course, for the safety of those

who undertake these ventures. Our decisions about manned and unmanne



•

lunar voyages beyond the Apollo program will be based on the results

of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with boldsap.  loration of the planets and

the universe. In the next few years, scientific satellites of many types

will be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new information about the

universe, the solarsystem, and e_yen_o_ur_ol,vn planet._ During the next dec. _ . _ . _ . • . -

we will also launch unmanned spacecraft to all the planets of our solar

• system. Work is already underway on an unmanned spacecraft which

will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the late

1970's, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planet5

of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.

The positions of thliplanets at that time will give us a unique opportunity

to launch missions which can visit several of them on a single "Grand

Tour" flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this program

will begin in 1972. -•

There is one other goal we should keep in mind as we plan the

future of space exploration. As a part of this program we should, I

believe, eventually send men to explore the planet Mars.

3. We should work to reduce substantially the cost of space operati
oi-

.

Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability 
for
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some time. But as we build for the longer-range future, we must

devise less costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into

space. Such a transport system -- designed so that it will be suitable for

a wide range of scientific, defense and commercial uses — can help u-s

realize important economies in all aspectsof our space program. We

are currently examining in more detail the feasibility of re-usable space

shuttles as one way of achieving this objective.

4. We should seek to  extend man's capability to five and work in 

space. The Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting

_ workshop -- will be an important part of this effort. We are presently. .

building such a station -- using systems originally developed for the
. • •

Apollo program -- and plan to begin using it for operational missions

in the next few years. We expect that men will be working in space for

months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about man's capability in space. On the

basis. of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when and how to

develop longer-lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station

modules could provide a multi-purpse space platform for the longer-rang

future and ultimately become a building block for manned interplanetary

travel.
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• 5. We should hasten and expand tilLpractical applications of space 

• technology. The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms

which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and measuring water resources -- will enable us to assess our

environment and use our resources more effectively. We should continue

to pursue other applications of space-related technology in a wide variety

of fields, including meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic

control, education and national defense. The very act of reaching out to

new planets can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.
. •

-
6. We should encouraae greater international cooperation in space.

•

In my address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the
• • •

United States will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one 
nation

but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the 
applications

of space missions should be shared by all peoples. •Our progress 
will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations will join 
together

in this effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the 
benefits.

The Administrator of NASA has recently met with the space au
thorities of

Western Europe, Canada, Japan, and Australia in an effort to find 
ways

in which they -- and other nations -- can increase their par
ticipation in

our space program. .
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It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals

will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our capabilities

and knowledge and one which will put our new learning to work for the

immediate benefit of all people.

----As—w—e..--ente- r -a-7n-eN-v- de-Ca:de,- We are—dohdcious of the fact that man is

1 also entering a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached

1 . beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of oursplves as
. ".. -

men  from  the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with
• - . .. • ..

• • . . . .
T -• • .

our space program, we can plan and work in a way which makes us
. _

proud both of the planet from which we come and of our ability to

travel beyond it.

#



February 28, 1970

To: James Keogh

From: Torn Whitehead

I have not yet had a chance to read this but will do
so over the weekend and discuss it with Leo Huebner
on Monday.

Memo Shapley/Whitehead enclosing suggested
revisions in draft of the President's statement on
space.

CTI1Thitehead:jm
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

February 26, 1970
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
The White House

Enclosed are our suggested revisions in the draft of the President's
statement on space that was agreed to last January.

The two principal suggestions are new paragraphs on (1) international
cooperation, including an announcement that we will invite the par-
ticipation of foreign astronauts and (2) the "Grand Tour" planetary
missions later in the decade as the most interesting new missions
included in the Space Task Group Report but not previously announced
as a part of the program. In addition, we have suggested language
clarifying the paragraph on the Apollo Applications orbital workshop
and giving it its new name of "SKYLAB," updated the statement where
necessary to reflect the fact it now follows rather than precedes the
submission of the Budget, and suggested a number of miscellaneous
editorial changes. For your convenience, there is attached a list of
the changes with a brief explanation of each.

We understand that you will staff this through Jim Keogh's shop as
indicated in Mr. Flanigan's letter to Dr. Paine of January 28. Our
most recent information is that the statement is now scheduled for
release on Saturday, March 7. Please let us know if there is to be
any change in this date.

We will be glad to discuss these suggestions or other aspects of the
statement whenever you wish. I assume we will have an opportunity to
comment on the final draft prior to its release.

Enclosures

Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator



NASA Recommended Chang_es in Draft of Jan. 8, 1970 

Page 2 - Insert "A" at end of fi
rst paragraph. This makes clear the relation

of the statement to the Budget message.

Pages 2 & 3 - Eliminate the words "fi
rst," "second," and "third" to avoid

implying an order of priority among the three "general pu
rposes"

discussed.

Page 3 - Insert "B". Language expanding on the relevance of the scientific

knowledge from space. This seems more appropriate than the material

which now appears at the point.

Page 3 - Last paragraph: editorial changes to sharpen examples.

Page 4 - "work in space" seems bett
er than "space travel."

Page 4 - Insert "C" adds suggested
 language supporting the importance of

continued lunar exploration.

Page 4 - Last line: "will" is better since President has decided this in

his Budget.

Page 5 - "Work is underway on . . ." better characte
rizes the status of the

Viking project which was approved by Congress la
st year and is now

under contract.

Page 5 - Insert "D". In accordance with Dr. Paine's White House 
discussions,

this highlights the "Grand Tour" missions later 
in the decade as a

specific objective which the President can now 
announce.

Page 5 - Par. 3: We prefer "use of space" to"space oper
ations" as more accurate

and "rocket" to "missile" as less warlike sounding.

Page 6 - First paragraph: Wording changes to clarify status of 
AAP Workshop

project (well along) and to refer to it by its new 
name: "SKYLAB".



Page 6 - Second paragraph: Insertion of "and develop" is necessary to avoid

implication'that design will "begin" all through the decade. 1971

Budget included funds for beginning design. This change is essential

and was agreed to in Shapley-Whithead conversation prior to deferral

of statement in January.

Page 7 - Paragraph 6: Underline "international cooperation" for consistency

with other paragraphs. Insert "In the long run . . .it as a necessary

qualification to the point being made.

Page 7 - Insert "E" - Adds a new paragraph to item 6 to place more emphasis

on international aspects as agreed at Dr. Paine's White House

meeting. Includes first official U.S. announcement on foreign

astronauts. Foreign astronaut participation is linked to space

shuttle-space station projects as the first practical opportunity

for foreign astronauts in the current U.S. program. Foreign astronaut

participation is also tied to "broad involvement" and "contribution"

by the foreign nations to the space shuttle-space station programs

by the foreign nations so as to be consistent with our attempt to

secure meaningful participation by the other countries. Reference

to foreign astronauts as "candidates" and to their participation

in U.S. Training programs are needed to make it clear that flight

opportunities cannot be guaranteed in advance to specific foreign

(or U.S.) astronauts and that the astronauts will have to be trained

to U.S. standards.

Pages 7 & 8 - Paragraph starting "But we must also . . ." could now be

omitted in view of the fact that the Budget has now been submitted

and because it repeats points made earlier on Page 1 and Page 4.



With NASA's suggested revisions - 2-26-70

N. H. Shapley - 13-24715)

(Huebner) JK. January 8, 1970

PROPOSED STATEMENT ON THE FUTURE

OF THE U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

• It was just a little over one year ago that men
 first saw the
•.

Earth as it appears from the Moon. In the last twelve months,

rrwn from our ..planet have traveled to the Moo
n on four occasions

and twice they have walked on its surface.. Wit
h these unforget- •

table experiences, we have gained a new perspec
tive on ourselves

and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us
 gain a new

perspective on OM' space program as well. Having completed

that long stride into the future which has been
 our goal for the

past decade, we must now define new
 goals which make sense for

the. Seventies. We must build
 on the successes of thc past, always

reaching out for new achievements. But we M
ust also recognize

that many critical problems 
on this planet make higher priority

demands on our attention and our reFiources.
 By no means should

we allow our space program to stagnate, .But
 — with the entire

future and the entire universe before us --
 we should not try to do

everything at once. In short, our approach to space must 
continue

to be bold -- but it also must be 
balanced,

When this Administration came into office; 
there were no

clear, comprehensive plans for our space 
program after the first"..
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Apollo landing. • To help remedy this situation, I established last

February a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President, to

study possibilities for the future of that program. Their report

was presented to me in September. After reviewing that report and

considering our national priorities, I have reached a number Of

conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the-nation's

space efforts. (Insert "A")

In my judgment, three general-purposes -should guide our space

program in the years to come.

One
(zFite.41-3..-s-t)is exploration. .From time immemorial, man has.

A

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to pre-

diet precisely the value of any given exploration. Fle-has been .

willing. to take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to

.- •
new experiences. Man has come to feel that such quests arc worth.-

while in and of themselves -- for they represent one way in which

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great

'nation must always bean exploring nation if it wishes to remain

great.

Another and related
(11,-sac...anlurpose of our space program is scientific knowledge

— a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our•uni-

•

verse. With each of our space ventures, man's total information
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about nature has been dramatically expanded; the human race was

able to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last

summer than had been learned in all the centuries- that had gone

(Insert "B") •
before./ tfirc—paopienvirzr-pz-x-frarra-tiri-s-irriprrrtayrt--werrIt-erre-ne4-eriiy-

th.ase-v.tho-wa.lk-i.n.-s-pag.€-&u44.4,-mth$44)-i4liali4,4-6s..watGla-ox-t1.1osk...-amlio-.

•
lave e41-- ram. e Tf. tti in-tc -1../ttr•34.-ef-f-iett-ne: - e-f .1-- €4 e+144

Suggest
Deletion

ifteptiYintr,-1-rren.-a.tte.1-vo•on-t-4e€4H.:re-2.,--rke,w-f-ae4s-aRa-a41•41-414e44a-ta-ald

•

ctiae-e-4n-v,,00frs-w4)4.•€4-i—r-ev-e.al•-11.e•Nv-4yv4lis-,--:124e-a4i-1.44i-e.&-424.4.1-rep&c+

••
se-iet•Aist:s.-eetts4ittate—oil.e.

I-boki-e-v-a-tha•ti-ou-it.-6-pase-r.r.of-,11a)44.-6-14e44-14e1-e-iihriage-pe-o9143.4.Q.-illfai. 7;

\\wolik-a144-64.-rou-l-E1-4>e-e-t4e+)4.4ve-4e-th-e4-)A.-6.k.i.gge.€4.4,91-1.6-)

equal importance.

A third goal ofA(1.4-re-4.4.ait•e4-Ste-t.e-&-sttace-e4rawt)is that of 
practi-

-,

• cal application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the

early benefit of life on Earth. Examples of such lessons are
 maul-

the 
 . _

* ability to send color teleVision across the 
oceans,

fold; they range from new medical insights -tokeatv.-ricre-t4o4&-ei:

and better weather forecasts to and

VO2Yrivralrivertioi-0 from new management tachniques(Lekew ways of

providing energy. But these lessons will not apply them
selves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our 
space

• •research are used to the maximum advantage of the human 
com-

munity.
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We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure

of today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to

the Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertak-

ings have provided an exciting •adventure for all mankind and we

arc proud that it was our nation that met this challenge. But the

most important thing about mants first footsteps on the Moon
 is

what they promise for the future.

work in
aWe must realize that sp .ce(tre.ae-e0will be a part of our lives

A
•

,. for the rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing 
process

•-•-• One which will go on day in and day out, year in and y
ear out

and not as a series oS separate leaps, each requiring a 
massive

concentration of energy and will and accomplished on a 
crash time-

table. What we do in space from here on(144n-lust become a 
normal

1..

and regular part of our national life and must therefore 
be planned

in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are 
also

important to us.. Space expenditures, in short, must take their

proper place within a rigorous .system of national priori
ties.

With these values in mind, I have concluded that our s
pace pro-

gram should meet the following specific objectives:

(Insert "C")

1. We should continue to explore the Moon./ Future Apoll
o

will

manned lunar landings 0:411)u-34 be spaced so as to maximize our
A •
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scientific return from each mission, alw
ays providing, of course,

fol' the safety of those who undertake these
 ventures.

2. We should move ahead with bold .oztals
..)Fations er the phInetn,

building on our impressive successes wit
h unmanned spacecraft.

During the .ncxt decade, we plan to launch
 unmanned spacecraft

••

which will observe the planets of our sol
ar system and explore the

.Work is underway on •

vast space between them.A(We-al.s.e-p1414-
t.o...5.c.lad)an unmanned

spacecraft to land on the planet *Mars a
nd investigate its sur;ace.

Scientific satellites of many
 types will be launched into Earth orbit

to bring us new information about th
e 'Earth, the solar system, .and .

the even more distant universe. •

W 

the use of 

3.
(Insert "D")

..e should work to. reduce substanti
ally the cost of space.

Iv

kpo-N-atiovt•p.) our present zocka technology Wil
l provide a reliable

. launch capability for some time. But as we build for the longer-

range future, our first step should be the 
development of a re-usable

rocket

space shuttle, a vehicle that would be launch
ed like a but

A

would land like an airplane, and could theref
ore be launched again

- and again. Such a transport system would he
lp us realize importa

nt

economics in our space program. The space 
shuttle should be de-

signed so that it will be suitable for a wide
, range of scientific,

defense and commercial uses..
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4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live and .work

An which can serve as

in space. (9:11•@ Experimental Space StationA 
a large orbiting Work-

is • • are building

shop, (ea.41-loe) an important part of this effort. We(rlit- H-t.o–b•vri44

naw.named "SKYLAB"—

.a.tv.144cla)such a station -- using systems Originally developed forA
in a

the Apollo program — and(s4;,ekk4.4-laet-4.44•3-41u--.ALirw6c-tho•41,1:3>it, few years,•. •

will be ready
to use it for manned operational missions. We expect tha.Vmen

will be working in space for months at a time during the 1970s.

"SKYLAB"
Building; on our experience with(the-Enyeri-n-re-nt?clr-F-y7aec-Sthti-c7rtr

• and develop
w• e should also begin, in this decacth, to designaa longer-lived Space

Station Modu).e. Such a module would.provide a multi-purpose space

platform for the longer-range future and would ultimately become a

building block for manned interplanetary travel. As a part of this

program, I believe that we should eventually•send men to explore

the planet Mars.

5.• We should hasten and expand the practical a2plications of

,space technoloill. The development of earth resources satellites --

platforms which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops,

. locating mineral deposits and measuring water resources -- will

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources more

effectively. We should continue to pursue other applications of

.• space-related technology in a wide variety of fields, including

•



meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic control,, edu-

cation and national defense. The very act of reaching out to n
ew

planents can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.

6. We should encourage greater  international cooperation  in

space. In my address to the United Nations in September, I indi-

cated that the United States will take positive, concrete steps

"toward internationalizing man's epic venture into space -- an adve
n-

ture that belongs not to one nation but to all mankind." I believe 
that

both the adventures and the applications of space missions should b
e

In the long run,

shared by all peoples.n Q3ur progress will be faster and our accom-

plishments will be greater if nations will join together in this effort,
C.

both in contributing the resources and sharing the benefits.

(Insert "E")

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

• goals will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our new learning

to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

But we must also recognize that we are faced with severe 
fiscal

constraints and that we cannot afford to continue to fund our 
national

space effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire universe

before us and with many other urgent needs here on earth, 
we must

• *Suggest omission of this' paragraph.
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find a new balance for space in our
 national priorities. The space

have sent 
is

budget I(w•il1-o•e4.1€1)to Congress for Fi
scal Year 1971(w4n. therefore (13-e)

A
A

lower than the previous year's. I am confident, however, that the

funding proposed in my budget message 
will allow our space program

to make steady and impressive progress.
j

As we enter a new decade, we are co
nscious of the fact that man

is also entering a new historic era. For 
the first time, he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we 
will think of ourselves as men

• from the planet Earth. It is my hope that we can plan and 
work in a way

which makes us proud both of the pla
net from which we come and of our

ability to travel beyond it.
•

4).



WOW.

' Insert "A" 

(Add at end of first par. on p. 2)

My FY 1971 Budget recommendations now before Congress are based on

these _conclusions and support the first step in the long range plan

I believe we should follow in the decade of the Seventies and beyond.



.r,-**;•cdti'v-
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Thursday 2/26/70

12:05 We have scheduled the meeting with

George Hage, Corporate Vice Presiden
t, Boeing

Gene Bradley, Space Shuttle Program, Boe
ing

Dr. F. C. E. Oder, Vice President, Lockhe
ed

for 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon (2/27).

They had wanted to meet with Mr. Flaniga
n and

he asked us to handle the meeting. However,

Mr. Hage wants very much to meet Mr. Fl
anigan

so we have advised Mr. Flanigan's offic
e of the time

of the meeting and will check tomorrow to s
ee if

Mr. Flanigan would be available to meet with 
them

for a couple of minutes after your meeting.

Subject of the meeting Space transportation system

We have invit ed Mr. Kriegsman to the meeti
ng.

MEETING
2/27/70

3:00 p.m.
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Fel»:uary. 10, 1970

MEMORANDUM F0)._ HERB KL172,1N

F : Lee Huebner

Mr. Keogh has asked me to appri.:-.:e you of the progress on the
President's Space iviessage. Dr. Paine is now in London but Mr. Farley
of NASA reports that they arc preparing a ne-\-/ draft of the in which
will be to us by early next week. The scheduled41-elease date apparently
is February 28.

Keogh was enthusiastic about casting the message as a call for
more international cooperation in space. If this were the central theme,
the message v.Pould take on a novel and exciting quality which the present
draft is lacking. Farley indicates that NASA's drafters are placing['greater emphasis" on internationalization -- announcing an "expanded"
effort in this area. In the past, we cooperated v.-ith European countries,
for example, in smaller projects, providing rockets while they. provided.
the spacecraft and then sharing in the data. In the future, we will bring
other nations into major projects such as the shuttle and space station.
Farley also noted that Paine will be on a trip to Japan and Australia at
the time the President's message is released.

On the whole, Farley's discussion of th.c international dimension
sounded a bit less dramatic than what Mr. Keogh envisioned -- but it
will be hard to judge what can and should be said in this regard before
WO see NASA's revision. Farley indicated that Paine had also stayed
away from discussing the "grand tour" so that the President could play
that up if he wanted to.

'Caution: Torn Whitehead, who has handled this all along for
Flanigan, is veLy skc:ptical about over-selling internationalization. He
believes that there has been little substantive progress in this field,
that it is wrought with pitfalls, and that the President could c.a3i1y over-
promise without being able to deliver. He suggests NASA is engagin..:r, in
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soin(! wishad tpn.j tfying tC) c3* eq'Ll C 1C \V Cant] C n 0 lig]) 1)13 bliC

relations even though the tough cluestions M 1110 area have not yet been
hammered out.

I have attached a summary of the most recent draa of the Space

Message as done by our shop in early Jz,ralary. The central theme o1
the message as it Ii OW stP.IICTS is "putting spac0 in perspective. "



Summary of Proposed Statement On

U. S. Space Program

Draft of January 8, 1970

I. Thenic

Our accomplishments last year helped us gain a new

,perspectivc on ourselves and ,our world; they should also help

us gain L nc-w perspective on our space program. Without

allowing it to stagnate, we should not try to do everything at

once. We should recognize problems which have a .higher

priority and strive for a balanced, reasonable approach to-

space. "Space expenditures must take their proper place

within a rigorous systeni of national priorities. "

Discussion of Three General Guiding Principles

A.- Exploration;

B. Scientific Knowledge; and

C. Practical Application.

111. Speciiic Objectives

A. Exploring the Moon.

B. Exploring the planets.

(Grand Tour, unmanned i‘..Alartian landing, earth

.orbitting satellites -- but no hard dates given.)
,

C. Reducing costs.
(Re-usuz%ble space shuttle.)

D. Extending man's ability to live and work in space.

(ExperimcnU-.1 Space Station 7- and, later, a Space

Station Module. Eventually, manned explortion of

Mars. )
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. E p n (1 Ft{ practical applications.

(Earth resources satel15.tes, etc. )

F. Greater internation1 coopc-_sration.

(Using qu(Ptatic»-, from UN . speech. )

C011C111SiOn

Let us act so that we can be proud both of the planet

from which we come and of our ability to travel beyond it.



January 28, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. PAINE

The tentative date for the Space Statement is now Saturday,
February 28. This is within the time frame that you
suggested being the latter part of February or the early
part of March.

U this date is not appropriate would you please let me know.
Please be sure that the changes that you think should be
incorporated in the statement are discussed with us early
enough so that we can staff them through Jim Keogh's shop.
I'd appreciate your sending your ideas directly to Toni Whitehead.

: Tom Whitehead

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the
President
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Wednesday 1/21/70

5:05 Hazel in Mr. Flanigan's office has just had a call

from Dr. Pain.e's office.

They want to know if Dr. Paine should be here

ahead of time tomorrow -- appointment with the

President is at 4 o'clock.

They can't get to Mr. Flanigan right away but thought

you might know whether Mr. Flanigan wanted him

to be here early.

In answer to 
our

question of what

Paine was seeing

the President 
about,

Hazel sent the

attached.



IN REPLY REFER TO:

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. Ptesident:

January 15, 1970

John Ehrlichman and Bob Mayo have advised me that you have found it
necessary to make further reductions in the FY 1971 budget estimates
of the Government and that a figure of $200 million in outlays has been
suggested as a further reduction that NASA might be required to make.

As you know, NASA has already accepted drastic reductions in the FY 1971
budget process, resulting in our lowest budget in eight years, with a
reduction of 50,000 people out of our current work force of 190,000. At
the same time, we appreciate the current fiscal pressures and will do
everything within our power to reduce expenditures consistent with a
minimal space program. By making a series of reductions across the board,
including reductions of the NEVA nuclear rocket program, advanced research
and technology items, applications programs, and other areas, we can, and
will if absolutely necessary, effect a further reduction of $51 million
in FY 1971 budget authority and outlays. Further reductions in the space
program Co approach the suggested $200 million would require actions which
you have specifically instructed me you do not wish us to take -- actions
which would cripple the space goals of your Administration and dissipate
the Apollo team. This would mean terminating lunar missions after Apollo
16 in 1971 and all space flight by U.S. astronauts at the end of 1972.
Such a decision would mean the immediate closure of major facilities in
California, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama for an additional re-
duction of 15,000 people. It would also make it impossible, in my judgment,
for you to make a strong statement in support of a vigorous and forward-
looking space program.

If it is now necessary to consider making this, additional reduction, I feel
Chat I must discuss the problems involved with you personally so that you
and I will have a clear common understanding of all of the implications.
I am, of course, prepared to meet with you at Camp David or in Washington
at any time that you wish.

Respectfully yours,

T. O. Paine
Administrator

cc: Mr. Robert P. Mayo
OF. John D. Ehrlichman

Peter M. Flanigan

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
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1/14/70

To: John Campbell

From: Tom Whitehead

I have prepared this in two parts
so that you can provide the President
with the very short summary or a
somewhat longer exposition.
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Summary of Proposed Space Statement

The primary objectives of the proposed space stat
ement

are:

(1) placing space in the role of a continuing activity 
that

must be fitted into a reasonable place among all other na
tional

priorities;

(2) setting forth six specific objectives for our future in

space and describing major associated program d
ecisions;

( 3) identifying the. President with future accomplish
ments

in space.

Three goals for space are set out as: exploration, science, and

applicati ons.



The six objectives and program decisions are:

(1) Explore the moon: Apollo landings stretched out to
increase scientific value and spread existing hardware further

into the seventies.

(2) Explore the planets: "Grand Tour" to make scientific
observations of all the outer planets; ". . . we will eventually

send men to explore the planet Mars. "

(3) Reduce the cost of space operations: Use present
rocket technology for now; later development of a reusable
space shuttle.

(4) Extend man's capability in space: Build an Experimental

Space Station for 1972 launch; later on, begin to design the longer-
lived space station.

(5) Expand practical applications: Earth resources satellites

plus continued programs in many other fields.

(6) Encourage greater international cooperation in space.



Tuesday 1/13/70

2:10 Checked with John Campbell to see if there was 2383

anything urgent he needed to discuss with you.

He would like to have a summary of the Space Report --

just 10 lines or so that they can put on the President's

desk tomorrow morning. Would like to have it today.



FOR RELEASE
9:00 a.m. EST
Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1970

Statement by Dr. Thomas O. Paine 
Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration

An exciting and vigorous space program has a continuing place in our

national priorities. However, it is with full and sympathetic recognition of

the many other pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining

for you today a more austere U.S. space program

for the 1970's. We accept the fact that NASA must find new ways to

economize, stretch our programs and reduce our operational base to move

forward under an austere budget. This is the management challenge which

we in NASA face, and we are confident that we can meet the challenge.

NASA will press forward in 1971 at a reduced level, but we have developed

what I believe to be an excellent new space program for the 1970's to lay

before the Congress. Our confidence is based on the strong'li from

which we proceed. While we will be reducing our effort, we will not

dissipate the strong teams that sent men to explore the moon or instruments

to observe the planets..
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America's space achievements in the 1960's have rightly raised hopes

that this country and all mankind can effectively overcome pressing problems

of society here on earth. The space program should inspire bolder solutions

and help suggest new approaches. Our earthly problems are indeed many and

urgent, but a strong space program will help solve them. Social advance is,

however, far more complex than landing a man on the moon. But both require

national will, strong leadership, and the application of adequate resources

of money and competent, dedicated people.

Today I wish to announce changes in NASA's present programs and discuss

our future plans.

The President established a Space Task Group in February, 'headed by

the Vice Pres N'clent, to make "definitive recommendatlons on the direction

which the U.S. space'p1zgrani should take iya the post-Apollo period." Not

only did the Space Task Group bxing together high level leadership within

a
but it sought the dvice and guidance of scientists,the Administration,

engineers, business eaders, private citizens a4 Congressional leaders.

The 7e a e Task Group recommended "that this Nation cc pt the basic

goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted for the
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benefit of all mankind." It recommended as a focus for the development

of new Capability, that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission before

",../

///',
.f/

The President acce ts the recommendations of the Space Task GroupR\
/

the ond of this coptury as tho first targot."

as our basic space plan for 

t11 

e 1970's. However/he must balance all

of our national needs against availab.le resources in the 1971 budget. We

are faced with severe fiscal constraints dnd
./

///

cannot afford to fund our

national space effort on the same level in 1971 in the past when we were

to accomplish the first lunar landtng. Therefore,working intensively

the President ill send to Congress a space budget for Fisc1 Year 1971

which w 1 be the space agency's lowest in seven years. Within thi budget,

however, we have fashioned a sound future-oriented program.

In support of this new budget level and new program for Fiscal Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will effect necessary economies in the NASA institutional

base, NASA's support on university campuses, and our contractor activities.

We have announced tha closing of our Electronics Research Center in Cambridge,



Massachusetts, and we will be making additional reduction in other parts

of NASA. U de ur very austere 1971 budget we estimate that the total

4

number of Americans working in NAS —spoztams will decline from 190,000 at

the end 70 to 140,000 at the end of 1971. .Witis-mts"fre"Vetimr.q.mmr1rnrit-,

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V launch vehicle after

the completion of Saturn V 515 for an indefinite period.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions to six-month launch

intervals, and defer lunar expeditions during the AAP space station flights

in 1972.

4. We will postpone the launch of the Viking/Mars unmanned lander

from 1973 to the next Mars opportunity in 1975.

These are major c nges in ouycurrent programs, but they do not

reflect a lessening inter

by the Presicliptr.

in or support of our long term space program

\IV must ee o space ef t .ot only as an

adventure of tod y but so as a sound ' stment in orrow. We must
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realize that space travel has become a parof our lives for the rest of

time. We must think of it as'continuing process--one which sza ted in

our generation, butwill go on day in and day out rlear in and year out--

rather than a series of separate leaps,-requiring massive concentrations

of resources, and accomplished on crash timetables) What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous national life,

planned in conjunction with all of the other goals which are important to

us and to the nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie ahead of us in space,

but we obviously cannot seize upon all of them simultaneously with all the

capability and vigor at hand. Space must take its proper place in our national

priorities.

We can and we will, therefore, fit our space program into the required

budget constraints, and accept the challenge of restructuring the program

without losing our forward momentum. et me describe the specific thrusts

we have selected for a vigoroug and economical U.S. slace effort in the

\
Seventi There are seven principal areas:



1. We will continue to ex lore the

6

We will seek to maximize

the scientific returns and rease our capabilities for lunar surf

exploration as we ain experience. Aft Apollo 16 we will lize jeep-like

//
electric ehicles on the moo to enable our a onauts to expr e exciting

ew regions and formations unlike those previously reached. We plan to

carry out a total of nine Apollo expeditions to the moon through Apollo 19.

The Saturn V previously scheduled for the twentieth Apollo flight will be

used to launch our first experimental space station into earth orbit in 1972.

r-1.71T-iii-O-Te'greSZVitrereirrirtrratrair61 the JP 111-s.-4

During the decad f the 197 s we hope to launch--an automated spacecraft;„17

to o rve the surface of e ery planet in the solar srsrand to explore

ast spaces We will orbit Mars with two unmanned space-

craft in 1971, send our first probe to Jupiter in 1972, send a spacecraft

past Venus and Mercury in 1973, and launch the unmanned Viking lander to

Mars in 1975. er r or tae ecaae we p an to launch a "grand

•

tour" of, he out'er plaaer taking a antage o "te-Ainique alignment of the

lanets which will not occur again for 179 years. We will also launch new
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,

scientific gat'e ites of adva c4 types into earth orbit to bring us new
. 1

—\,

inf tion about the earth, the s ystem and the uniVtrse beyond.

3. We will proceed to reduce the cost of space operations substantially.

We have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane that can

take off vertically but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be

able to travel between the earth's surface and orbit on a regular schedule,

and will carry man and supplies to and from a space station. This space

transport will be suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense,

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds to enable us to

move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work and do research

in space. First, we will launch in 1972 our first experimental space

station--using present-day Apollo technology. This AAP program will emplace

a large workshop in orbit in which men will learn how to perform useful

tasks in space over periods of several months. The major scientific

experiment will be a large solar telescope which astronauts will use to

study solar phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which =not
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be observed from earth. By the mid-1970's, we should have the first

longer-life space station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to this so that over the years we will build a large

and effective permanent base for men in earth orbit. From this space base

men will eventually set forth on an expedition to the planet Mars. The

1971 budget submission will enable us to move ahead with the design of a

space station.

5. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for space. Chemical

rockets and electrical power have sufficed for the initial ventures of the

1960's, but we will need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space. The 1971 budget will allow us to continue work on the

joint NASA-AEC NERVA project.

6. We will hasten practical earth anplications of space technology.

The development of new earth resource satellite instruments which can help

in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits, and

detecting air and water pollution--will enable us to assess our environment

and use our resources more effectively. We will continue to make other new
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applications of space-related technology, especially in fields such as

meteorology, communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The very

act of reaching out to new worlds will be helping man improve the quality

of life in his home planet earth.

7. We will expand international cooperation in snace. In his address

to the United Nations in SepteMber, the President indicated that the United

States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one nation but

to all mankind." He believes that both the adventures and the applications

of space missions• should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work together in

this effort, both in contributing resources and in enjoying the results.

We have made a beginning here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space program which,

although economical, is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends

2 our space capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to

work on earth.
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• The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial in spite of reduced

funding. I want to emphasize that the austere level of expenditures still

• permits our space effort to make steady pupgress in a manner which is

consistent with meeting other important national objectives.

• As the space program enters the new decade of the 19707s, we are con-

scious of the fact that man is moving forward into a new historic era. For

the first time, terrestrial life has reached beyond its home planet, man

• can now think of himself as from the planet earth. I believe that the new

U.S. space program I have described within our national system of priorities

will make us proud both of the planet from which we came and of man's

• increasing ability to travel beyond it.



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

/fe

6.• ;

/// ? z?NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

January 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President

In accordance with our conversations this morning, here
is the statement I propose to make at a press conference
at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. We will release it to the Hill
simultaneously. It follows closely the earlier drafts
you have seen. Please advise Julian Scheer immediately
of any changes you propose, since we cannot further delay
a release without incurring more and more unconstructive
press speculation and comment of the kind you saw on the
front page of yesterday's Washington Post.

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Enclosure



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

January 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President

In accordance with our conversations this morning, here
is the statement I propose to make at a press conference
at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. We will release it to the Hill
simultaneously. It follows closely the earlier drafts
you have seen. Please advise Julian Scheer immediately
of any changes you propose, since we cannot further delay
a release without incurring more and more unconstructive
press speculation and comment of the kind you saw on the
front page of yesterday's Washington Post.

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

Enclosure

///
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Statement by Dr. Thomns 0. Paine 
Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

An exciting and vigorous space program has a continuing place in our

national priorities. However, it is with full and sympathetic recognition of

the many other pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining

for you today, at the President's request, a more austere U.S. space program

for the 1970's. We accept the fact that NASA must find new ways to

economize, stretch our programs and reduce our operational base to move

forward under an austere budget. This is the management challenge which

we in NASA face, and we are confident that we can meet the challenge.

NASA will press forward in 1971 at a reduced level, but we have developed

what I believe to be an excellent new space program for the 1970's to lay

before the Congress. Our confidence is based on the strong base from

which we proceed. While we will be reducing our effort, we will not

dissipate the strong teams that sent men to explore the moon or instruments

to observe the planets..



;,: ,-;_ca's space achl 7oraents in the 1960's have rightly raised hopes

that this country and al' -1,,kind can effectively overcome pressing problems

of society here on earth. 7..le space program should inspire bolder solutions

and help suggest new appronc.c.es. Our earthly problems are indeed many and

urgent, but a strong space program will help solve them. Social advance is,

however, far more complex than landing a man on the moon. But both require

national will, strong leadership, and the application of adequate resources

of money and competent, dedicated people.

Today I wish to announce changes in NASA's present programs and discuss

our future plans.

The President established a Space Task Group in February, headed by s

the Vice President, to make "definitive recommendations on the direction

which the U.S. space program should take in the post-Apollo period." Not

only did the Space Task Group bring together high level leadership within

the Administration, but it sought the advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, private citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation accept the basic

goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted for the
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benefit of all mankind." It recommended as a focus for the development

of new capability, that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned Ears mission bef
ore

the and of this century an the firct torgot."

The President accepts the recommendations of the Space Task Group

as our basic space plan for the 1970's. However, he must balance all

of our national needs against available resources in the 1971 budget. We

are faced with severe fiscal constraints and cannot afford to fund our

national space effort on the same level in 1971 as in the past when we 
were

working intensively to accomplish the first lunar landing. Therefore,

.the President will send to Congress a space budget for Fiscal Year 
1971

which will be the space agency's lowest in seven years. Within this budget,

however, we have fashioned a sound future-oriented program.

In support of this new budget level and new program for Fiscal 
Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will effect necessary economies in the NASA in
stitutional

• base, NASA's support on university campuses, and our contractor 
activities.

• We have announced tha closing of our Electronics Research 
Center in Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, and we will be . :zing additional reduction in other parts

of NASA. Under our very austere: ;_971 budget we estimate that the total

number of Americans working in programs will decline from 190,000 at

the end of 1970 to 140,000 at the end of 1971. This is far below our peak

manpower of 420,000 in 1966.

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V launch vehicle after

the completion of Saturn V 515 for an indefinite period.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions to six-month launch

intervals, and defer lunar expeditions during the AAP space station flights

in 1972.

4. We will postpone the launch of the Viking/Mars unmanned lander

from 1973 to the next Mars opportunity in 1975.

These are major changes in our current programs, but they do not

reflect a lessening interest in or support of our long term space program

by the President.

He and I agree that we must see our space effort not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in tomorrow. We must
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realize that space travel has become a part of our lives for the rest of

time. We must think of it as a continuing process--one which started in

our generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in and year out--

rather than a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations

of resources, and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous national life,

planned in conjunction with all of the other goals which are important 
to

us and to the nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie ahead of us in 
space,

but we obviously cannot seize upon all of them simultaneous
ly with all the

capability and vigor at hand. Space must take its proper place in our 
national

priorities.

We can and we will, therefore, fit our space program 
into the required

budget constraints, and accept the challenge of restr
ucturing the program

without losing our forward momentum. Let me describe the specific 
thrusts

we have selected for a vigorous and economical U.S. space 
effort in the

Seventies. There are seven principal areas:
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1. -A.11 continue to explore the moon. We will seek to maximize

the scienti2ic returns and increase our capabilities for lunar surface

e5 Iv %el
exploration as we gain experience. Aca Apollo 16 we will utilize jeep-like

electric vehicles on the moon to enable our astronauts to explore exciting

new regions and formations unlike those previously reached. We plan to

carry out a total of nine Apollo expeditions to the moon through Apollo 19.

The Saturn V previously scheduled for the twentieth Apollo flight will be

used to launch our first experimental space station into earth orbit in 1972.

2. We will move ahead with bold unmanned exploration of the planets.

During the decade of the 1970's we hope to launch an automated spacecraft

to observe the surface of every planet in the solar system and to explore

the vast spaces between them. We will orbit Mars with two unmanned space-

craft in 1971, send our first probe to Jupiter in 1972, send a spacecraft

past Venus and Mercury in 1973, and launch the unmanned Viking lander to

Mars in 1975. In the latter half of the decade we plan to launch a "grand

tour" of the outer planets, taking advantage of the unique alignment of the

planets which will not occur again for 179 years. We will also launch new
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scientific satellites of advanced types into earth orbit to
 bring us new

information about the earth, the solar system and the universe beyon
d.

3. We will proceed to reduce the cost of space operations substantially.

We have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane that can

take off vertically but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be

able to travel between the earth's surface and orbit on a regular schedule
,

and will carry man and supplies to and from a space station. This space

:transport will be suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense
,

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds to enable us to

move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work 
and do research

in space. First, we will launch in 1972 our first experimental sp
ace

station--using present-day Apollo technology. This AAP program will emplace

a large workshop in orbit in which men will learn how to 
perform useful

tasks in space over periods of several months. The major scientific

experiment will be a large solar telescope which astronauts
 will use to

study solar phenomena for extended periods using wave 
lengths which caanot
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be observed :ram earth. By the mid-1970's, we should have the
 first

longer-life space station modul
e in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to this so that o
ver the years we will build a 

large

and effective permanent base for
 men in earth orbit. From this space base

nen will eventually set forth on
 an expedition to the planet Mar

s. The

1971 budget submission will enabl
e us to move ahead with the design

 of a

space station.

5. We will move ahead to provide nuclear po
wer for  space. Chemical

rockets and electrical power
 have sufficed for the initial ventures 

of the

1960's but we will need to harness the powe
r of the atom for future major

ventures in space. The 1971 budget will allow us to continue 
work on the

joint NASA-AEC NERVA project.

6. We will hasten practical
 earth aulications of space tec

hnology.

The development of new earth resour
ce satellite instruments whic

h can help

in such varied tasks as surveying 
crops, locating mineral depo

sits, and

detecting air and water pollut
ion--will enable us to assess 

our environment

and use our resources more effe
ctively. We will continue to make other n

ew
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applications of space-related technology, especially in fields such as

meteorology, communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The very

act of reaching out to new worlds will be helping man improve the quality

of life in his home planet earth.

7. We will expand international cooneration in snace. In his address

to the United Nations in September, the President indicated that the United

States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one nation but

to all mankind." He believes that both the adventures and the applications

of space missions ;should be -shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work together in

this effort, both in contributing resources and in enjoying the results.

We have made a beginning here, but much remains to be done.

- These seven major principles will produce a space program which,

although economical, is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends

our space capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts 
them to

work on earth.
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The ben, - ,s of such a program promise to be substantial in spite of reduced

funding. I want to emphasize that the austere level of expenditu
res still

permits our space effort to nake steady p.vagress in a manner whic
h is

. consistent with meeting other important national objectives.

As the space program enters the new decade of the 1970's, we are con-

scious of the fact that man is moving forward into a new historic era. For

the first time, terrestrial life has reached beyond its home planet, man

can now think of himself as from the planet earth. I believe that the new

U.S. space program I have described within our national system of priorities

will make us proud both of the planet from which we came and of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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Eva,

Sent original back to PMF by messenger, Tom
has a copy, and the attached is your copy.

Carole
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• Statement by the President 

Just six months ago two explorers from our planet Earth set foot on

the surface of the Moon and unveiled a plaque which read: "We came in

Peace for all Mankind."

It was a proud moment not only in our own history but in.the

history of all peoples, a moment which we shared with pride and

humility.

In the months that have passed, I have pondered the meaning of

this event. It appears clear to me that as we move forward in space

we will draw closer to unlocking the secrets of the universe, of man's

past, and of his future destiny. This nation will continue to lead in

this endeavor.

The .lunar landing has also inspired us to look much more thought-

fully at thisplanet. There are untold future values to be developed

here on earth.

As President it is my responsibility to strive for a balance

between the long-range opportunities which lie beyond earth and the

immediate problems which lie within our national boundaries. I have

consulted a broad range of expertise to help me reach the final decisions.

This Administration's 1971 Budget will be its first step toward

better balancing our national priorities. One result will be a careful

reshaping of our space effort--a reshaping to maximize returns, take

advantage of opportunities, yet keep in perspective all we have to do

at home.



We have reached some basic conclusions about the future of the

space program and today I have asked NASA's Administrator, Dr. Thomas 0.

Paine, to begin management actions which will lead the way for an

economical but exciting and forward-looking U.S. space effort in the

Seventies.



Statement of Dr. Paine 

The space program has shown what this country can do when national

will, strong leadership, and adequate resources are applied vigorously.

America's space achievements have rightly raised hopes that this country

and all mankind can effectively overcome pressing problems of society

here on earth.

Our earthly problems are indeed many and urgent. Many are far

more complex than landing a man on the moon. Their solution also

requires national will, strong leadership, and the application of

adequate resources.

It is with full and sympathetic recognition of the many other

pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining for you

today, at the President's request, the position of the Administration

on the future of our space program. An exciting and vigorous space

program has a continuing place in our national priorities. At the

same time we must find new ways to economize, stretch our programs

and reduce our operational base to move forward in a more austere

- fashion. We have laid our plans accordingly. We will press forward

at a reduced level in 1971, but we have developed what I believe to

be an.. excellent program to lay before the Congress.

Let me begin by placing our future plans in perspective.
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Just thirteen months ago, mankind first saw the Earth as

it appears from far out in space. We saw it, as the poet

Archibald McLeish wrote, "as it truly is, small and blue and

beautiful in that eternal silence where it floats."

In just one short year since that time, men from our

planet have returned to the Moon three times, and landed

twice for surface exploration. We have come to understand

that at Tranquillity Base mankind entered a new era and opened

an endless frontier for our children and for future generations.

At the first Lunar Science Conference last week, scientists

were described as "almost bursting with excitement and enthusiasm"

as they examined the lunar samples from Apollo 11 which are

"rolling back the curtain of history of our solar system and

our own planet."

Stretching before us is the solar system challenging our

future explorers to unlock its secrets. It is a vastness man

can and will explore in search of answers about himself and

his destiny.

Man's first lunar landing in 1969 was a critical milestone--

and a turning point in the exploration of space. Now this nation

must decide its future in space, in orbit, on the moon, an
d

beyond. And we must seek new ways for men of other nations 
to

join us in this exciting enterprise.
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We have not only a great challenge, but a great op-

portunity. History should record that we had the wisdom

to plan our future, the courage to grasp our responsibility

and the will to move forward boldly ,but that we did not

overlook the other pressing requirements of our society.

And history should record that we displayed the required

leadership, selected the correct course, and set the right

pace. This is a major responsibility to the future which

this Administration accepts.

The President established a Space Task Group in

February, headed by the Vice President, to make "definitive

recommendations on the direction which the U.S. space program

should take in the post-Apollo period." Not only did the

Space Task Group bring together the high .level leadership

within the Administration, but it sought the advice and

guidance of scientists, engineers, business leaders, private

.citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Space Task Group recommended "that.this Nation

accept the basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned

space program conducted for the benefit of all mankind" and,

as a focus for the development of new capability, that
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"the United States accept the long-range option or goal of

manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission

before the end of this century as the first target."

r."=.171 -the President accepts the basic recommendations

ki'ct,cr hC t• rs.o f the Space Task Group balance cli

our national needs against4c:L:7 resources. We are faced with

severe fiscal constraints and 1:j cannot afford

)r) 1371- •
to fund our national space effort on the same level

A
as in

the past.

Therefore, the President will send to Congress a space

. budget for Fiscal Year 1971 which will be the space agency's

lowest in seven years.

In support of this new budget level for Fiscal Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will continue to reduce the NASA institutional

base, our support on university campuses and our contractor

support. We have announced the closing of the Electronics

Research Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and we will be

examining other parts of the NASA system for additional

14/
reductions. Under the very zaustere budget the President
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will send forward) fl:he total number of Americans working in

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration programs

will be reduced from 190,000 to 140,000.

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V

launch vehicle after the completion of Saturn V 515.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions

to six month launch centers.

4. We will delay the launch of the Viking/Mars

lander from 1973 to 1975.

These are major changes in our.program, but they do not
re-MC
E=1:::73 a lessening interest in or support of our efforts- A
by the President. In my discussions with him, the President

has emphasized that three major purposes should guide our

space program in the years to come.

The first is 22iploration. Man has always been fired

with the zeal to travel over the next hill, to venture into

the unknown, despite his inability to predict precisely the

value of any given exploration. He has been willing to take

risks and endure hardships, willing to be surprised, willing

to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that such

quests are worthwhile in and of themselves--for this is one
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way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human

spirit'. A great nation must be an exploring nation if it

wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific

knowledqp, a greater systematic understanding about our-

selves and the vast universe around us. On each of our

recent space flights, man's total information about nature

. has expanded manyfold; the human race learned more about

the moon this week and Mars within a few weeks last

Summer than had been learned in all the centuries that

had gone before. The men who perform this important work

are not only the heroes who walk in spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful rockets in a burst of

flame. Most of our scientific progress comes about in

quiet laboratories and offices, where inquiring minds
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decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways

which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true

avant garde of our times--their abilities constitute

one of our most valuable natural resources. Our space

program should help them in their work and should be

attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort .

is pERglILAmlication--turning the lessons we learn

in space to the early benefit of life on Earth. Examples

of space benefits are manifold: they range from new

medical insights to new methods of communication, from

new management techniques to new ways of providing energy.

But these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a

concerted effort to see that the practical results of

our space research are applied to the maximum advantage

of all mankind.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in

tomorrow. We must realize that space travel has become

a part of our lives for the rest of time. We must think

of it as a continuing process--one which started in our

generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in

"41"-•
.and year out series of separate leaps,
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requiring massive concentrations of resources, and ac-

complished on crash timetables. What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous

national life planned in conjunction with all of the

other goals which are important to us and to the nations

who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie

ahead of us, but it is obvious that it is not only not

possible but it would not be wise to seize upon each of

them with all the capability and vigor at hand.

We can and we will reshape our space program along

more modest lines and move ahead with a determined start

and begin to prepare the way.

Whan then of the future? What does the future hold

for this nation in space? Where will we go from here?

The thrust of our space effort in the Seventies

will be:

1. We will continue to plore the moon.
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We will seek to maximize the scientific returns and

increase our capabilities for lunar surface exploration

as we gain experience. Later we will even have a jeep-

like, electric vehicle on the moon, to enable our

astronauts to explore exciting new formations unlike those

previously reached. We will fly Apollos through Apollo

19 and the previously scheduled Apollo 20 hardware will

be used to fli our first 21 space station in earth

orbit.

• 2. We will move ahead with bold explorations of 

/pQ
the planets. During the next decade wedtv_a launch an

automated spacecraft to observe every planet in the solar

system and to explore the vast spacesbetween them. We

<will orbit Mars with unmanned spacecraft in 1971,Asend a

spacecraft past Venus and Mercury in 1973 C-1:17 send our

first probe to Jupiter in 1.9_7221 and launch the unmanned

Viking lander to Mars in 1975. Meanwhile, new scientific

satellites of advanced types will be launched into Earth

orbit to bring us new information about the Earth, the

solar system and the universe beyond.
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3. We need to substantialc?,)reduce the cost of 

space operations4. We have started to design a reusable

space shuttle, a rocket plane that will take off vertically

but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be able

to travel between the Earth's surface and orbit on a

regular schedule, and will carry man and supplies to and

from a space station. this space transport will be

suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds

to enable us to move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work

and do research in space. First, we will launch in 1972

our first experimental space station--using present-day

Apollo technology. This will be a large workshop in

orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks in

space. The major scientific experiment will be a large

solar telescope which astronauts will use to study solar

:phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which

cannot be observed from Earth. By the middle of the

1970's, we should have the first longer-life space

station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to the space station, so that over
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the years we will build a large permanent base in Earth

orbit. From this space base, eventually, men will set

forth on an expedition to the planet Mars. The 1971

budget submission will enable us to move ahead with work

on the space station.

5. We will MOJe ahead to provide nuclear power for 

space. Chemical rockets and electrical power have suf-

ficed for the initial ventures of the 1960s, but we will

need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space.

6. We will hasten practical earth applications of

space technology. •The development of 3new earth resources

satellite:intrumentswhich can help in such varied

tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits, and

detecting air and water pollution--will enable us to

assess our environment and use our resources more effectively.

We will continue to make other new applications of space-

related technology, especially in fields such as meteorology,

communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The

very act of reaching out to new worlds can help man improve

the quality of life in his home planet Earth.
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7. We will expand international cooperation in 

space. In his address to the United Nations in September,

the President indicated that the United States will take

positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to

one nation but to all mankind." He believes that both

. the adventures and the applications of space missions

should be shared byall peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our acoomplishments will be greater if nations

work together in this effort, both in contributing

resources and in enjoying the resits. We have made a

beginning here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space

program which is far-reaching and comprehensive, one

which extends our space capabilities, expands our

scientific knowledge, and puts them to work on Earth.

The benefits of such a prognam promise to be sub-

stantial in spite of the reduced funding levels. We are

proposing an austere level of expenditures that will permit

our space effort to make steady progress, year by year, in

a manner which is consistent with meeting other important

national objectives.
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As we enter the new decade of the 1970's, we are

conscious of the fact that man is entering a new historic

era in space. For the first time, terrestrial life has

reached beyond its home planet; for the first time, man

thinks of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe

that the new space program I have described will make us

proud both of the planet from which we come and of

man's increasing ability to travel beyond it.



Friday 1/9/70

12:00 Ken Cole advises that the date of the release of the
Space Message is definitely indefinite. It won't
be until after the State of the Union Message
possibly the first week of February. However,
It will not be definite until some time next week.

3



January 9, 1970

To: Lee Huebner

From: Torn Whitehead
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Space Message from
Paine to Flanigan
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Suggested Draft: *"A New Spa
ce Program--Challenge

and Opportunity"

January 8, 1970

Just one year ago this week, mankind f
irst saw the

Earth as it appears from far out in s
pace.. We saw it,

as the poet Archibald McLeish wrot
e, "as it truly is,

small and blue and beautiful in tha
t eternal silence

. where it floats."

In just one short year since that time,
men from

our planet have returned to the Moon th
ree times, and

landed twice for surface exploration. 
We have come to

understand that at Tranquillity Base 
mankind entered a

new era and opened an endless fron
tier for our children

and for future generations.

Stretching before us is the so
lar system challenging

our future explorers to unlock i
ts secrets. It is a

vastness man can and will explo
re in search of answ

ers

about himself and his destiny
.

Man's first lunar landing in 
1969 was a critical

milestone--and a turning point
 in the exploration of

space. Now this nation must decide it
s future in space,

in orbit, on the moon, and beyon
d. And we must seek new



ways for men of other nati
ons to join with us in this

exciting enterprise.

We have not only a great challe
nge, but a great

opportunity. History should record that we had t
he

wisdom to plan our future, the co
urage to grasp our

responsibility and the will to move 
forward boldly but

••

that we did not overlook the oth
er pressing requirements

of our society. And history should record that this

-Administration displayed the required
 leadership, selected

the correct course, and set the rig
ht pace. This is a

major responsibility to the future wh
ich we accept.

When this Administration took office
 last January,

no clear-cut plans existed for a
 future space program

after the first Apollo landing. I established a Space

Task Group in February, headed b
y the Vice President, to

make "definitive recommendati
ons on the direction which

•the U.S. space program shoul
d take in the post-Apollo

period." Not only did the Space Task Gro
up bring

together the high level lead
ership within the Administra

-

tion, but it sought the advi
ce and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, pr
ivate citizens and Con-

gressional leaders.
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The Space Task Group recomm
ended "that this Nation

accept the basic goal of a
 balanced manned and unmanned

space program conducted fo
r the benefit of all mankind"

and, as a focus for the devel
opment of new capability,

that "the United States accep
t the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary
 exploration with a manned

Mars mission before the end
 of this century as the fi

rst

target.

While I accept the basic rec
ommendations of the

Space Task Group, it is my res
ponsibility as Presiden

t

to balance our national needs
 against our resources.

We are faced with severe fiscal
 constraints and vie

cannot afford to continue to
 fund our national spac

e

effort on the same level as 
in the past. With the entire

universe before us and with
 many other urgent ne

eds here

on earth, we must bring in
to balance our nation

al priorities.

Therefore, I will send to 
Congress a space bud

get for

Fiscal Year 1971 which wil
l be the space agency'

s lowest

in seven years.

In my judgment, there are t
hree purposes which 

should

guide our 'space program i
n the .1/ears to come:

The first is explorati
on. Man has always been

fired with the zeal to travel o
ver the next hill, to
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venture into the unknown, despite 
his inability to

predict precisely the value of an
y given exploration.

He has been willing to take risk
s and endure hardships,

willing to be surprised, willing 
to adapt to new experi-

ences. Man has come to feel that such ques
ts are worth-

while in and of themselves--for thi
.s is one way in which

he expands his vision and expretses
 the human spirit.

A great nation must be an exploring,
 nation if it wishes

to remain great.

The second purpose of our space p
rogram is scientific 

knowledge, a greater systematic u
nderstanding about our-

selves and the vast universe arou
nd-us. On each of our

recent space flights, man's tota
l information about nature

has expanded manyfold; the huma
n race learned more about

the moon this week and Mars withi
n a few weeks last

Summer than had been learned in
 all the centuties that

.had gone before. The men who perform this importa
nt work

are not only the heroes who walk in
 spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful ro
ckets in a burst of

. flame. Most of our scientific progress com
es abol:It in

quiet laboratories and offices, wher
e inquiring minds



• decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways.

which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true

avant garde of our times--their abilities constitute

one of our most valuable natural resources. Our space

program should help them in their work and should be

attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort

• is practical application--turning the lessons we learn

in space to the early benefit of life on Earth. Examples

of space benefits. are manifold: they range from new

medical insights to new methods of communication, from

new management techniques to new ways of providing energy.

But these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a

concerted effort to see that the practical results of

our space research are applied to the maximum advantage

of all mankind.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment. in

tomorrow. We must realize that space travel has become

. a part of our lives for the rest of time. We must think

of it as a continuing process--one which started in our

. generation, but will*go on day in and day out, year in

and year out. Space exploration should be thought of



as a continuing process, not as a series of separate

leaps, requiring massive concentrations of resources,

and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in

space from here on should become a normal part of our

vigorous national life planned in conjunction with all

•
of the other goals which are important to us and to the

nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie

•••.,
••

• ahead of us, but it is obvious that it is not only not

possible but it would not be wise to seize upon each of

them with all the capability and vigor at hand.

We can and we will reshape our space program along

more modest lines and move ahead with a determined start

and begin to prepare the way.

I propose seven major principles to guide our future

In space:

1. .We should continue to explore the moon. Future

Apollo manned lunar, landings will be stretched out to

maximize our scientific return from this project. We

will increase our capabilities for lunar surface explora-

tion as we gain experience. Later we will even have a

jeep-like, electric vehicle on the moon, •to enable our



astronauts to explore exciting new formations unlike

those previously reached.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of 

the planets. During the next decade we will launch an

automated spacecraft to observe every planet in the solar

system and to explore the vast ,space between them. We

plan to land an unmanned spacecraft on Mars in 1975. Mean-

while, new scientific satellites of advanced types.wi.11

be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new inform
ation

. about the earth, the solar system and the universe 
beyond.

3. We need to substantially reduce the cost of 

space operations. We ,t- ave started to design a reusable

space shuttle, a rocket plane that will take off 
vertically,

but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be able

to travel between the Earth's surface and prbit on 
a

regular schedule, and will carry man and supplie
s to and

from a space station. This space transport will be

suitable also for a wide range of scientific, 
defense

•-and commercial uses.

4. We will move ahead to provide nuclear p
ower for 

space,. Chemical rockets and electrical power have 
suf-

ficed for the initial ventures of the 1960's, but w
e will
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need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space.

5. We must extend man's capability to live and work

and do research in space. First, we will launch in 1972

our first experimental space station--using present-day

Apollo technology. This will be a large workshop.in

orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks in

space. The major scientific experiment will be a large

.solar telescope which astronauts will use to study solar

phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which

cannot be observed from earth. By the middle of the

1970's, we should have the first longer-life space

station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to the space station, so that over the

years we 'will build a large permanent base in earth orbit.

From this space base, eventually, men will set forth on

an expedition to the planet Mars.

6. We must hasten piactical earth applications of

space technology. The development of a new earth

resources satellite--an instrument which can help in

such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral
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deposits, and detecting air and water pollution--will

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources

more effectively. We will continue to make other new

applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteorology, communications, naviga-

tion, and air traffic control. The'very act of reaching

out to new worlds can help man improve the quality .9-f

life in his home planet earth.

7. We must expand international copperation in 

,space. In my address to the United Nations in September,

I indicated that the United States will take positive

concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic

venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one

1

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the

adventures and the applications of space missions s
hould

be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster

- and our accomplishments will be greater if nation
s work

together in this effort, bath in contributing 
resources

and in enjoying the results. We have made a beginning

here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a 
space

program which is far-reaching and comprehensive,
 one
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which extends our space capabilities, 
expands our

scientific knowledge, and puts them to 
work on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise
 to be

substantial. We will seek to finance this program 
with

a level of expenditures that will permit our 
space

effort to make steady 'progress, year by year, i
n

manner which is consistent with meeting other i
mportant

national objectives.

• ' As we enter the new decade of the 1970's, we are

conscious of the fact that *man is entering a new 
historic

era. For the first time, terrestrial life has reached

beyond its home planet; for the first time, man thin
ks

of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe that

the new space program I have described will make us

proud both of the planet from which we come and 
of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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Subject: Comments on Proposed Presidential
Statement on Space
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am in full agreenient with the draft space statement
with the minor suggestions noted on the attached.

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan /
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files
)14 içJ

CTWhitehead:jm

DECLASSIFIED
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Comments on Proposed Presidential Statement on Space

1. Page 4, line 8: Change to "During the next decade we

will launch spacecraft... " since several spacecraft,

not just one, will be involved.

2._ Page 5, line 1: Add "—both manned and unmanned."

for clarity and to please NASA.

3. Page 5, lines 8 and 9: Change to "provide a space

platform for the longer-range future. "for clarity and

to avoid any interpretation that the President is com-

mitting himself to early development of this very

expensive system.

4. Page 5, line 12: Change to "We should expand... "for

C onsistency.

5. Page 5, lines 17 and 18: Change to "...space-related

technology in a wide range of fields such as... "for

more scope.

6. Page 6, 4 lines from bottom: Change to "...our planet;

for the rest of time, " to carry out the theme set in the

introduction.

•
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(Huebner) JK • December 17, 1969

Suggested Statement on Space

Just one year ago this week, Faank4n41—had.-4t-s first oi)porfinaity

tos-et the Earth as it appears from the Moon. We saw it, as

Archibald MacLeish wrote last Christmas Day, "as it truly is, small

and blue and beautiful in that eternal silence where. it floats." In the

one short year since that time, men from our planet have walked on

the Moon's surface on two occasions. With these unforgettable ex-

periences, we have gained a new perspective on ourselves and our

world.

• I believe that these accomplishments should help us gain a new

perspective on our program in space, as well. Having completed

. that giant leap into the future which has been our goal for the past

decade, we must now define new goals which make sense for the Seven-

•• ties. We must decide intelligently just what it is we want to do and we

must do it well. But we must also understand that -- with the entire

future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try to do

- everything at once. Our approach must continue to be bold -- but it

must also be balanced.

In my judgment, three purposes should guide our space program

•in-the years to come.

The first is exploration. From time immemorial, man has in-
. •

sisted on venturing into the unknown, despite his inability to predict
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precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves -- for this is one way in which he expresses his spirit and

).
expands hi vision. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledg
e,

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

-Gn each of our •ria-aeit space flights, man's total information about

nature hasA expanded nay-fizadi the human race was able to learn more

ab-out the moon in a few hours last summer than it had learned in 
all

the centuries that had gone before. The heroes who perform this 
im-

,
de-

portantwork are not only those who walk in spacesuits while 
millions

watch orA
launch powerfql- rockets in a burst of flam Mo ,t of our

scientific progress .comes in laboratories and offices, w
here countless

qui'et heroes decipher new facts and add them to old one
s in ways which

reveal new truths. The abilities of these scientists 
constitute one of

our most valuable •n-a-t-t-t-r-al- resources; our space program 
should help

•

them in their work and should be attentive to their sug
gestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort is that o
f applica-

tion -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the benefit 
of life on

Earth. Such lessons arc manifold: they range from new me
dical
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•insights to new methods of communication, from new management

techniques to new ways of providing energy. But these lessons do not

apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the

results of our learning are used to the maximum advantage of all

mankind.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud to

have been the people to meet this challenge. But the most important

thing about these accomplishments is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space travel will be a part of our lives for the

rest of. time. We must think of it as a continuing process — one

_ which goes on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not as

a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations of energy

and will and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space

1 from here on in must become a normal and regular part of our national
life and must therefore be planned in conjunction with all. of the other

goals which are also important to us.

Earlier this year I established the Space Task Group to review
„ A

possibilities for the future of our space program. I have studied their

conclusions carefully and have reached the following answers to the
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question: "Where do we go from here?"

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

•
manned lunar landings should be paced so as to maximize our scien-

tific return.from this project, always providing, of course, for(

1 h neAurc myti_rithe safety of those who undertake
•

these missions.

Z. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets

and the solar system. During the next decade we will launchg space-

craft to e.b_s_e_r_v.e every planet and to explore the vast space betwccn

tp, /113 • ye.,44,-.% ,
them. w/e plan to Ira.ad• an unmanned spacecraftila Mars in-1-973-•

,
0,44,1 1

Meanwhile, new scientific Satellites of many types also will be launched

into Earth orbit to explore near,.the Earth and to bring us new informa-

tion about the universe beyond. E 
3. We should lower the cost of space 1--eru-ne-he-s7- Our present

rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for some

time. Docaus.c-thr---e-ig-h-t-Sattrrrr---11---1-a-ull-c-4r-vc r-c-u-r-r-e n t-i n v err-

tor y-a-r-e--,sulficpi C-14 t-for-the.-pl anne-d-r- a_te_o f-lun a-r--e-x-plopationr-w e-w

suspe-nd--the-prcycltrctiorr-of-the-Saturn-V-for-thc-immediatc-fu-tur-e..---Thi-s-

-production-c-an-be-resurrre-d-latc-r-as-the-nees.1-ar-is-cs_... Building for the

longer rcnge future, we will begin to design a reusable space shuttle,

2,--i
a .r...,acket-- that can be f-i-1,-etl, returned to earth, and used again for later; 

i
' -J-7 // .._.: . . -. ........_ i

launchings. This space launching capacity will beA 
aco-f•opr a wide

v 
1D. i 7,t

cz.:..,,,, .-.. le et-et' .....-........,e,>. :•.' .4r ..".

i
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range of scientific, clefensed ancl commercial uses.

4. We should develop an extended space capability for man --

first in Earth orbit and later in space beyond. Weliwillrc an Ex-
. /.7./y

..--A.. .s4/1 
d/Ae

-

perimental Space Station utilizing
4 
t/Apollo-Pe-vel-qechno-log-y -- and

p•  •
i

will begin :manned operational missions in it during the next few years.

By the middle of the 1970s, men will be working in space for months

%-.
at a time. In the coming decade, we will also begin to design an even

( 
longer-lived Space Station Module that will provide a-long-e-r-ran

0g_e-
A

>it--  .4_,.....,,,,.,,,,../...,--...._.0
space platform. Such a Station°also will serve as a building block for

,

manned interplanetary travel, 
A 
a-n-e-ffo-i-t-whi-c-h-will ultimately 4-11-e-111{-le-

-

sendimen to explore the planet Mars s.- n /,-#-"%•1 rd---"'' .̀7 1.:".";-'14•<.1-'d; :.;;;; --' 4-1"

5. We.must expand earth applications of space technology. The
•

4. development of earth resources satellite5-- a-rr-irrat-rumen-t- which

Qr)

C4-)

can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and tr-a-e-i-ng,s-c-llools-o-f-fish -- will enable us to assess our

•
environment and use our resources more effectively. We will continue

to -e--other new applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteorolog};, communications, navigation, and air

traffic control3/1 The 
very act of reaching out to new worlds can help

man improve the quality of life in this world.

6. We must expand international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations in September, 1 indicated that the United
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States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the

applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples. Our

• prodress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater if all

nations work together in this effort, both in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results.

These -fie major p- n-cip-1-e-s will produce a space program which

is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends our space

capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to work

on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial. We

will seek to finance this program with a level of expenditures t
hat will

permit our space effort to make steady progress, year by year
, in a

manner which is consistent with our need to meet other important
.

national objectives.

in a TeA.v days we will enter a new decade. As we do so, w
e are

conscious of the fact that man is also entering a new historic er
a. For

the first time, we are exploring beyond our planet; for the first 
time,

we will think of ourselves as men from the planet Earth. It is my hope

that we can plan and work in a way which makes-Us proud both of the

planet from which we come and of our 'ability to travel beyo,,id it.



December 16, 1969

To: Marge

From: Eva

Mr. Whitehead has discussed the attached
with Magruder and they are in basic agree-
ment and think either Mr. Flanigan or
Mr. Whitehead should call Tom Paine
immediately so that he knows this is in
the mill and doesn't hear from other sources.

Mr. Whitehead thinks this reflects the
comments Mr. Flanigan had -- if not,
ask him to call Tom as soon as possible.

Also, Tom wanted me to remind you that
he la meeting with Governor Scranton at
6 o'clock and he needs to talk with Mr. Flanigan
before that meeting -- on the phone is 0.K.
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A DiAINI&TRATIVELY 
CONFIDENTIAL 

December 16, 1969

Description:

Objective:

President:

Press Coverage:

FolloW-up:.

PLAN

SPACE STATEMENT

A Presidential statement on 
the general planning

.for the next decade in spac
e and general coverage

of important FY 71 space dec
isions, Thursday,

December 18th.

To state to the public the ge
neral direction of the

future space program, to ann
ounce several Admin-

istration initiatives, and to a
ssociate the President

with the future of the space
 program -- see attached

briefing paper.

A short statement by the P
resident for the press in

the Roosevelt Room immed
iately prior to the re-

lease.

In addition to the Presiden
t's statement, the Vice

President should accompany 
the President. Drs.

Paine, DuBridge and Flanig
an should be available

to answer questions. -- Zieg
ler

Strong endorsement from AI
A, EIA, major con-

tractors, etc. -- Colson

Have series of statements f
or Astronauts to use in

public appearances. — Klein

Have Astronauts and Dr. P
aine on news shows aft

er

message. -- Klein

Advance briefing for space c
ommittees in Congress.

Harlow

I
Have NASA give a special 1;

riefing for space writ
ers.

Do in both Washington and 
Houston. -- Klein

Have short speeches prepare
d for comment on

Hill. -- Nofziger

Prepare for wide distribution inf
ormation on the

application of space technology t
o earth technology.

Klein
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Preparation of a draft for the President's use
in his 10-minute appearance. -- Keogh

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL



DRAFT  OUTLINE 12/12/69 

President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space

• -Here we are: Two successful visits to the Moon

Where are we going in space?

• Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and
of itself. • •• •Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,
matter and nature.
Applications -- turning space science and technology
to economics and social benefit here on earth...

Space as both: an adventure for the present
an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an
adv'enture for all mankind.
But it was also a vehicle for developing'a space
.exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- and
must now shift our focus to a continuing program of
exploration and application; space exploration will
be a part of our lives for the rest of time; we must 
now make it a continuiny, process rather than a series
of crash timetables.

_

• Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space
Task Group, I have decided on the following rra jor
program goals and initiatives for the next decade in
space:

1. Explore the moon
The Apollo manned landings should be paced at a
rate to maximize scientific return, consistent with
the minimum launch rate for safety and reliability.

2. .Explore the planets and the solar system 
During the next decade, we will launch scientific
spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the
vast space between. We will attempt to land an unmanned
spacecraft on Mars in 1973. New scientific satellites
also will be launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 
An Experimental Space Station built from Apollo
technology will begin operational missions in the next

• few years. By the middle of the next decade, men
• .will be working in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in space
In the next decade we will begin to design an even.
longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve both
as a near-earth space station and a building block for
manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on
the planet Mars as a part of this program.

5. Expand earth applications
Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources
Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next
decade a vigorous program to emphasize a wide range
of new applications of space technology. Meteorology,
communications, navigation, and air traffic control also
will be explored.

6. Lower the costs of space launches 
Our recently developed rocket technology will provide
a reliable launch capability through the next decade.
The production of Sa.tu'rn V launch vehicles will be

• suspended in view Qf the planned rate of lunar exploration

• and our current inventory of 8 vehicles; it can be resumed
at any time in the future as the need arises. We will
continue our research to make possible even lower costs
for launching space payloads in the future. We will begin

to design a space shuttle that will be re-usable to provide

frequent, reliable, and low-cost launches for a wide

range of space payloads.

7.. Expand international cooperation
Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should

be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit

space for national purposes, but to share it. Our

progress will be faster and our accomplishments will

be greater if all nations Work together, both in contributing

resources and in sharing results.
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• 
- This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our

space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The

• resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We

• will seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable stea
dy

- progress consistent with other pressing national priorities. In

addition, we hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and

• • move some accomplishments nearer in time.

- The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore

new worlds. Mankind has entered a_ new era: For the rest of history,

-We will bd men from  the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves

• accordingly.

•
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Description:

Objective:

President:

_

•

PLAN

ANNUAL REPORT 1969

December 11, 1969

.4 series of events and activities calculated to
demonstrate and depict the accomplishments
of the Nixon Administration in their first year
of office.

To expose the public to an Administration
interpretation of its successes and failures in

, 1969.

Live television broadcast with the President
being interviewed by representatives from each ,
of the networks. Duration, one hour. Question-
ing to be limited to subjects germain to 1969.

Press Coverage: Arrange with networks for time and panel. -
Ziegler

Follow-up: 1. Hold a press backgrounder in the White House
on December 11th or 12th to discuss year-end
accomplishments of the Administration.
Select specific representatives of the press to
attend. Utilize Kissinger on foreign affairs
and Ehrlichman, Garment, and Harlow on
domestic affairs. -- Ziegler/Klein

.2. Develop a year-end report on the Administra-
tion's accomplishments. This will be in two
forms: (a) a detailed report of approximately
25 pages for use by speakers, editors and
columnists who want information in consider-
able depth; and (b) a brief hard-hitting sum-
mary of no more than six pages. -- Keogh

3. Develop a briefing book for the President's
live television broadcast with network com-
mentators to cover their questions about
failures as well as discussion of accomplish-
ments. -- Keogh
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4. Prepare several speeches or speech inserts

or outlines for use by Administration spokes-

men. -- Keogh/Klein

5. Modify briefing book to serve as summary

to be mailed to editors and commentators. --

Keogh/Klein

6. During period December 15th-30th, arrange

National and local television appearances for

key Cabinet members to discuss end of year

summary. -- Klein

7. During period December 15th-30th, develop

regional and local television opportunities

for sub-Cabinet level officials. — Klein

8. During period December 15th-30th, arrange'

National television appearances for key White

House staff. -- Klein/Ziegler

9. During period December 15th-30th, place a

large number of White House staff and sub-

Cabinet officers as speakers addressing

various assemblies and forums. Klein/

Ziegler

10. Arrange to have wrap-up done by AP, UP,

and news magazines. -- Klein

11. Make special effort to get high level women

and ethnic appointees speaking about the

Administration from their point of view. --

Klein/Brown

12. Prepare a movie from available footage and

illustrate the Administration in action.

• Klein
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13. Deliver facts kits to Republican Congress-

men and encourage them to write and speak

on the accomplishments of the Administration.

Select key members and arrange speaking

engagements for them. -- Nofziger/Klein/

Keogh

14. Create a press kit with photos and summaries

of the "year in review" for the First Family,

with the firsts of the social year included, by

Wednesday. -- Stuart

15. Mobilize the Republican Governors to promote

the deeds of the Nixon Administration at the

Republican Governors Conference, Hot Springs,

Arkansas, December llth-13th. -- Dent

lel. Deliver facts kits to all State party organiza--

tions. -- Dent

17. Utilize the Vice President to press the more

partisan accomplishments of the President

and to explain the achievements with the infer-

ence that the "Democrats couldn't have done

this". -- Blair

18. Have year-end report included in a special

issue of The Republican. -- Klein

Project Manager -- Magruder

CONFIDENTIAL

a___
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PLAN

PRESIDENT'S TROOP WITHDRAWAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Description: The President will provide a report on Vietnam

developments since his November 3rd speech

and announce the next troop withdrawal increment

of his Vietnamization program.

Objectives: To capitalize on the support generated by the

November 3rd speech.

To provide a direct Presidential report to the

people on Vietnam developments since

November 3rd -- both the bad news and the good.

To emphasize the President does have a plan

which is working, and that his troop withdrawal

decisions are based on thorough, methodical

investigation and evaluation of all relevant

factors (3 criteria, etc.).

To focus attention on the progress (Vietnamization

and Pacification) being made by the South Viet-

namese in assuming a larger share of the burden.

To reemphasize that it is the inflexibility and

intransigence of the Communists which is block-

ing a negotiated settlement; that the President

remains convinced that negotiations represent 
the

quickest and best path to peace but lacking a 
will-

ingness by the Communists to enter meanin
gful

negotiations, he will continue to actively 
pursue

the Vietnamization alternative.

President: 10 minutes.

Press Coverage:

•

The President will deliver the state
ment from

his Oval Office. Dr. _Kissinger will give a 30

minute backgrounder for the press in 
the Roosevelt

Room ahead of time. - Ziegler
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Follow-up: Immediate:

Prepare material from statement for Hill

distribution. - Nofziger

Have laudatory statements from Senators and

Congressmen heralding President's decision and

expressing confidence that announcement should

dispel any doubts that the President is following

a well thought out plan. - Nofziger

Arrange interviews by the networks with
Secretary Laird which can be used on the evening

news shows following a replay of the President's

statement. - Klein

Schedule Secretary Laird on the TODAY Show

the day after the statement. - Klein

Have South Vietnamese Ambassador Bui Diem

appear on news shows to emphasize cooperative

nature of Vietnamization Program and South

Vietnamese resolve to assume that portion of the

burden carried by the U.S. - Klein/Kissinger

Future:

Do special letter to Douglas Committee and mem-

bers of Freedom Foundation group which recently

visited Vietnam, enclosing statement and encour-

aging speeches and statements by members of

groups, emphasizing their own eye-witness know-

ledge of progress being made in Vietnamization

and pacification. - Colson

Have Dick Garbett run statement as feature in

next issue of RNC's "Monday". - Klein

2
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Highlight change in Vietnam policy and situation

after one year of RN leadership with news

columnists, news magazines and editors. - Klein

Have Dr. Kissinger's office update Vietnam fact

sheet (e.g. , Situation on January 20, 1969/

Situation Today) for wide distribution on Hill. -

Hodek

Project Managers - Hodek/Butterfield

3
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GAME PLAN 

GOVERNORS CONFERENCE 

Description:

Objective:

Governors' Conference on December 3, 1969,

including families, on narcotics and drugs.

Collateral discussions with Governors on foreign

affairs /domestic affairs generally.

To demonstrate great Presidential concern

with problem of drug abuse and alert Governors

and their families to the facts about drug abuse

and the Administration's efforts to stop drug

abuse.

President: 25 minutes. (Hopefully adjusted to include all

of morning session.)

Press Coverage: Full coverage, plus press conference by Governoi:

Chairman and GOP Governor Chairman. - Ziegler

•
Follow-up: Immediate:

1. Have Justice Department develop speech out-

line to be made available to Administration

spokesmen speaking prior to the Conference. -

Krogh and Klein

2. Have packet prepared for each Governor,

including proposed press release on why the

Governor is coming; a letter to the Governor

from Governor Boe pointing out that this is a

non-partisan meeting on a vital subject and

urging their maximum support and publicity.

Boe and Klein

3. Ask 25 women's editors from major news-

papers to attend to write the family aspect of

the event. - Klein

4. Ask 25 newspaper; to send their most qualified

reporters in this area. - Klein
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5. Make press conference facilities available

for attending Governors after the session

and urge them to make use of them. - Ziegler

6. Make available to Governors and to

Administration spokesmen immediately after

the conference a summary of what was dis-

cussed and what was decided. - Klein

7. Ask Department of Defense to make special

effort to get wide showing of its film on

narcotics between now and the end of the

Congressional session. - Krogh

8. As part of pre-conference effort to point out

the need for the conference, it is suggested

that some hard news be supplied in the period

between now and the conference, i. e., major,

narcotics raid, progress report on dealings '

with dope centers such as Turkey and Mexic
o,

release of new statistics. - Krogh

9. Put remarks Linkletter made at White Hous
e

regarding his daughter's death into pam
phlet

form and distribute at the conference. - 
Klein

10. Advance speeches and information for

Congressional use. - Nofziger

11. Have cameras and pool coverage for 
morning

session and Vice President's remark
s. -

Ziegler

Future:

1. Have follow-up conference with yo
uth after the

Governors' Conference on narcoti
cs. - Krogh

and Garment

2. Continue working with Linkletter 
on outside

appearances. - '<rein
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3. Have copies of morning session sent to

editors, -Congressmen, Senators, and

Governors with a cover letter from the

President. - Klein

4. Have outside groups concerned with narcotics

mailed copy of morning session with copy of

letter from President. - Colson

Project Manager - Krogh


